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ABSTRACT

Micro air vehicles, or MAVs, are of current interest for a multitude of uses to
which they, being small, unmanned vehicles, are uniquely suited. Among the proposed
uses are exploration, reconnaissance, and communications. They can be deployed inside
buildings, where their small size, hovering capability, and maneuverability, are important
factors. Due to their small size, they operate at low Reynolds numbers where
conventional flying mechanisms are not advantageous. Thus, attempts have been made
to learn from natural flyers like insects and birds. Natural flight is accomplished by
flapping wings, and this idea has been proposed for certain types of MAVs termed
ornithopters and entomopters. This dissertation investigates the aerodynamics applicable
to low Reynolds number unsteady flow, and consists of four stages. The first stage is
CFD for fixed wings at low Reynolds number. In the second and third stage, experiments
are conducted on flapping and plunging wings. The final stage consists of dynamic mesh
CFD for a plunging airfoil. The major findings for stage one are the force peak at 20o
angle of attack for fixed wings at a Reynolds number of 500, and the prominent leading
edge vortex in a highly three-dimensional flow. The experiments revealed vortex
shedding and a wake which creates force in the direction opposite to that of the wake.
The fourth stage revealed the lift to drag ratio advantage of the leading edge trailing edge
switching hovering mode compared to standard hovering mode, and camber was most
effective at low reduced frequency (in the range of 0.5 to 2) and large Reynolds number
(in the range of 100 to 2,500). Two vortices shed from each edge dominate the flow field
in this hovering mode. Reduced frequency was the most dominant independent variable
in both the experiments and dynamic mesh CFD.
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1. MOTIVATION

Aircraft come in a wide variety, ranging from the large, transcontinental jumbo
jets to small, hand held micro aerial vehicles, or MAVs. They range in speed from Mach
three for the SR-71 to zero miles per hour for a hovering MAV. This cornucopia of
vehicles can assume many disparate roles according to their speed, size, maneuverability,
or other salient characteristics.
Micro aerial vehicles possess many such unique characteristics. They are small,
difficult to detect, highly maneuverable, and some can hover. This combination of
characteristics makes they well suited to perform various duties, including
reconnaissance and exploration, thus suiting the needs of the military and NASA. The
military can utilize these in the war on terror to investigate remote and dangerous locales
while the soldiers remain a safe distance away, relay communications, and detect
chemical and biological weapons (see references [36], [106], [26], and [176]). NASA,
with its renewed interest in lunar and Martian exploration, can utilize such vehicles to
observe the Martian atmosphere and photograph its surface, as in references [43] and
[120], and the mission architecture study in reference [183]. Certain other uses of these
devices have also been proposed, e.g. border patrol and the Army‟s Autonomous
Rotorcraft Sniper System [12]. MAVs have become so important and popular recently
that they have been the focus of a special section in the September 2008 AIAA Journal.
Considering the importance MAVs, an understanding of their aerodynamics is
paramount for our nation‟s defense and space exploration agencies. This understanding
begins by learning from nature. Nature has evolved many flyers, namely insects and
birds, in the small size range occupied by MAVs and which possess many of the same
highly desirable qualities. Vehicles designed to fly like insects are termed entomopters,
and vehicles designed to fly like birds are ornithopters.
However, these creatures fly using intricate mechanisms, like flapping and
plunging propulsion, many of which are not yet fully understood. Improving our
understanding of such mechanisms will allow the design of better entomopters and
ornithopters. Hence, the current research will investigate the flow features and forces
generated by flapping and plunging wings using computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
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and experimental techniques like particle image velocimetry (PIV.) These studies will be
conducted over an appropriate range of low Reynolds numbers and reduced frequencies,
and will quantify the effect of camber, if any. Also, the differences in forces and flow
features generated by semi-elliptical and rectangular wings will be determined.
Previous work from our research group lab includes computations for two
dimensional plunging airfoils [63], as well as force measurements ([60], [61]) and flow
features ([61], [62]) have been investigated with flow visualization and particle image
velocimetry. The present research consists of four phases. The first phase is three
dimensional CFD of low Reynolds number (Re=500) wings in a constant freestream
velocity at various angles of attack. The second phase consists of PIV experiments of
flapping wings. The third phase is similar to the first phase, but with plunging instead of
flapping wings, and will include higher reduced frequencies up to 0.45. The flapping
experiment reduced frequencies were less than 0.14. Finally, two dimensional CFD of
flapping wings will be performed. It is anticipated that this will expand the knowledge
base of low Reynolds number wings and of flapping and plunging aerodynamics, which
will in turn allow improved MAV designs.
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Insects and birds have developed intriguing flight mechanisms that allow great
maneuverability at their low Reynolds numbers. These are of interest to the micro aerial
vehicles that also operate at low Reynolds numbers. Thus, this review of literature begins
with a discussion of insect and bird flight. Insect flight is accomplished by either of two
mechanisms, the Weis-Fogh mechanism or the delayed-stall-rotational-lift-wake-capture
mechanism (henceforth to be referred to as the delayed-stall mechanism for brevity.)
Table 2-1 lists some common insects and other animals and the mechanism they use. The
first section in this chapter describes the Weis-Fogh mechanism and the second section
describes the delayed-stall mechanism. Following the explanation of the two
mechanisms is a section on birds, and then a section detailing the low Reynolds number
aerodynamics of unmanned aerial vehicles. This penultimate section describes flapping
and plunging airfoil aerodynamics from an engineering perspective, instead of the
biological perspective on the first three sections. The chapter concludes with critical
point theory, a technique employed in section 4.1.4.

Table 2-1: Insect flight mechanisms [96].
Weis-Fogh:

Delayed-Stall:

Hover flies, Syrphinae

Birds

Dragonflies, Odonta

Bats

Butterflies, Lepidoptera Rhopalocera

Most flying beetles

Wasp, Encarsia Formosa

Sphinx moths

2.1. THE WEIS-FOGH MECHANISM
Large flying animals, such as most birds, bats, larger insects, and migrating
species like locusts, can fly forward rapidly and cannot hover. Their flight is attributable
to normal steady flow aerodynamics. However, some smaller animals fly forward slowly
and can hover. A biologist named Torkel Weis-Fogh conducted a landmark experimental
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study [172] of insect flight published in 1973. In that paper, he identified a new
mechanism for insect flight in addition to normal hovering, which has been termed the
Weis-Fogh mechanism. This mechanism is commonly used in small insects at low
Reynolds numbers; larger hovering animals usually use an essentially steady flow
process that Weis-Fogh has termed normal hovering.
In normal hovering, the insect‟s body is inclined to the horizontal and can be
almost vertical, while the wings move through a large stroke angle in the horizontal
plane. Some such animals that use normal hovering are the hummingbird, many moths,
flying beetles, most wasps, and the bumble-bee. This essentially steady process can
produce a lift coefficient of one for Reynolds numbers less than 100. However, since
drag is typically larger than lift at these low Reynolds numbers, the animals that use
normal flight typically live in the Reynolds number region above 100.
The wing motion in normal hovering resembles a figure eight. Since the wings
flip at the edges of the eight, they are at positive angle of attack at all times. Thus, they
generate positive lift. This motion generates a substantial downwash, but it is canceled
by the vertical component of the wing motion. As a result, the flow is essentially
horizontal. Steady state aerodynamics applies. However, Maxworthy [99] points out that
Weis-Fogh‟s steady state conclusion about normal hovering comes from the fortuitous
cancellation of unsteady effects when averaged over a complete cycle.
One of Weis-Fogh‟s primary experiments was high-speed photography of a small
wasp, Encarsia Formosa. This animal is used to control pest insects called aphids. It
flies at a low Reynolds number of between ten and twenty, and requires a lift coefficient
of between two and three. Such a large lift coefficient is impossible at that Reynolds
number with steady flow, so the insect‟s ability to fly is attributed to unsteady flow
phenomena. This situation is depicted in Figure 2-1 and described below.
When the insect undergoes rapid forward flight, its body is slightly inclined from
the horizontal and its wings beat up and down at an angle. When the insect hovers, its
body is steeply inclined and the wings beat horizontally. In part 1 of the figure, the
insect‟s wings are together behind the insect. This is called the clap because the wings
are clapped together. Then the wings fling apart with the rear (trailing) edges remaining
together, as depicted in part two. Angular separation is then approximately 120o. Part
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three shows the first stage of the flip, where the wings rapidly move through
approximately 130o. They then flip so that the leading edge is facing up and begin
moving back again in part four. Weis-Fogh uses the word flip for this as “it resembles
the flipping of a pancake in the air” [172].

Figure 2-1: Weis-Fogh mechanism.

Since Weis-Fogh is a biologist, he consulted with the famous aerodynamicist Sir
Lighthill, who wrote a paper later that year [89] on the aerodynamic problem. Lighthill‟s
paper will be discussed in the next paragraph, and the consultations reported in WeisFogh [172] will be discussed in this paragraph. Suction is created when the wings fling
open. Air enters the space created between the wings, thus causing vortices and
circulation. Those vortices are shed at the end of the fling, and bound vortices around the
wings follow the wings during the flip. The presence of this bound vortex allows the
wing to move at a lower velocity than would be required to produce that amount of lift in
steady flow. This fluid is impulsively started from an initial state without circulation.
Since the circulation around the wings is equal in magnitude and opposite in sense, there
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is no overall net circulation. At the end of the fling, the following equation gives the
circulation, neglecting viscous effects:

  0.69  c 2

(1)

where  is circulation,  is angular velocity, and c is chord length. Weis-Fogh has
experimentally confirmed this equation. Using this equation, and also frequency
inversely proportional to body length (which is the most common relation,) it can be
derived that lift by this fling mechanism is also inversely proportional to body length.
Since Lighthill‟s explanations utilize incompressible, inviscid flow theorems [70],
those will be stated prior to discussing Lighthill‟s article.
Helmholtz‟s Theorems:
1. A vortex filament‟s strength does not vary along its length.
2. A vortex filament‟s starting point and endpoint cannot be in a fluid.
3. The fluid forming a vortex tube will always form a vortex tube of invariant
strength as the tube moves.
Kelvin‟s Theorem: The circulation around a closed curve consisting of the same
fluid elements is constant.
In normal flight, a delay between flapping and achieving full lift is caused by
Wagner‟s effect: vorticity shed from the trailing edge requires time to establish
circulation around a wing. This does not occur in the Weis-Fogh mechanism due to the
clap and fling. Since the wings in this configuration are essentially one body that splits
into two pieces, equal and opposite circulation can be generated around them without
violating the incompressible, inviscid flow theories above. Here, the vortex around one
wing serves as the starting vortex around the other wing.
During the fling, the flow is the irrotational flow caused by the wings angular
rotation. Each wing has a circulation of
   c 2 g  

(2)
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where g   is a function of angular separation. Lighthill calculates this using a complex
variable mapping and determined it to be 0.69, as stated in the above discussion of WeisFogh‟s article. Having established this circulation, the theories require that circulation to
remain constant. This gives lift without vortex shedding.
However, Lighthill extends the analysis to include viscous effects, such as vortex
shedding and reversed flow bubbles. With vortex shedding, the flow pattern behaves as
that from irrotational flow caused by boundary motion plus the flow that the vorticity
would generate if the boundary were at rest. A leading edge bubble of reversed flow is
expected in the Weis-Fogh mechanism because the tangential velocity component
reaches its maximum and then decelerates. However, this is counteracted by the strong
inflow into the separation caused by the fling. Also, the reversed flow bubble may
actually be beneficial: its thickness alters the apparent leading edge shape and enhances
circulation.
Wing tip vortices are present in the Weis-Fogh mechanism. The inviscid flow
theorems require that vortex lines must be closed, and this is accomplished by a tip
vortex. This vortex is a circular arc as it follows the circular motion of the insect‟s
wings.
Two important comments can now be made about the Weis-Fogh mechanism.
Since the circulation around these wings does not violate the inviscid flow laws, this
mechanism generates lift even when viscosity is not present. Also, the exact wing shape
matters little. All that does matter is that there is an object around which circulation can
form.
Maxworthy [99] conducted a flow visualization experimental investigation of the
Weis-Fogh mechanism in two and three dimensions, focusing on understanding viscous
effects. The use of two fluids, water and glycerin, allows tests to be conducted at either
of two Reynolds numbers (32 and 13,000, respectively.) The leading edge separation
vortex formed at the beginning of the fling contains almost all of the wing‟s circulation,
and its magnitude is larger than predicted by assuming inviscid flow. Inviscid theory
underpredicts this circulation later in the fling because a viscous fluid accumulates
vorticity in the separation vortex. This circulation is greater at the lower of the two
Reynolds numbers.
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In three dimensions, the Weis-Fogh mechanism has several qualitative similarities
to the two dimensional case. Flow separation occurs at every exposed edge during the
fling. Also, a vortex appears on the bottom surface and reduces overall lift. This does
not occur at the higher Reynolds number. Rather than concentrating into a vortex, the
vorticity remains close to the bottom surface. Perhaps the most important of the three
dimensional effects occurs at the beginning of the flip. The main leading edge vortex
created during the fling from each wing joins, forming a tip vortex connecting the wings.
This is ring shaped, and is fed by vorticity from the leading edge separation bubbles.
Then, the wing flips, moves in the other direction, and circulation changes sign.
Resulting from this motion, the vortex ring flips from the upper surface to the lower
surface. It then moves downward, thus lifting the insect. However, a smaller vortex ring
is created from the inner wing tip and moves upward, decreasing lift. Maxworthy
concludes his article by presenting models of the fling mechanism, which match with
experimental results. In a review article, Maxworthy [100] discusses all three topics of
the present section and a bit more: normal hovering, the Weis-Fogh mechanism, and the
viscous and three-dimensional effects.
Sun and Yu [139] conducted a CFD study of the Weis-Fogh mechanism at Re =
15. It was concluded that the clap and fling at the extreme of the motion does produce a
vortex ring with downward momentum, and thus a lift peak. However, this vorticity
dissipates rapidly and does not affect the remainder of the stroke. The mean lift during
the main part is sufficient to support the body.

2.2. THE DELAYED-STALL MECHANISM
Only very small insects utilize the Weis-Fogh mechanism. Larger insects utilize
the delayed stall mechanism. Here, a leading edge vortex on the wing‟s upper surface
provides greater circulation, and therefore lift, than would be obtained without it.
However, this effect only occurs over a limited distance, such as three or four chords
[32]. After this distance, the vortex becomes unstable and detaches; this is called stall.
However, this can be prevented by a stabilizing mechanism.
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There are two such mechanisms, spanwise flow and downwash [38]. Outward
spanwise flow combines with the vortex swirl creating a spiral leading edge vortex and
also directs vorticity outward to the wing tip where it forms a tip vortex. Thus, the
leading edge vortex does not grow too large and separate. With these stabilizing
mechanisms, the leading edge vortex is able to provide enhanced lift over a great
distance. A discussion of the role of PIV on model flapping wings and how this could be
used to resolve the controversy of which mechanism stabilizes the LEV is given by
Lauder [82].
Wang [168] provides a recent review article on insect flight that concentrates on
the delayed stall mechanism. Not all insects utilize the Weis-Fogh mechanism to fly.
However, all flying animals a crucial similarity: flying insects, birds, and bats, all
produce very similar lift forces per muscle mass [96]. The quasi-steady mechanism of
Weis-Fogh does not include unsteady effects that are necessary for lift generation.
Additionally, the experimental methods in Weis-Fogh‟s work cannot reveal many of the
effects that occur in realistic flight. As such, the delayed-stall mechanism has been
proposed [32].
Dickinson and Götz [32] conducted an experimental study of a model wing in a
sucrose solution. Time dependent lift and drag force measurements were recorded and
flow visualization performed for a Reynolds number range of 79-236 and over a range of
angle of attack from –9o to 90o. Increasing angle of attack increases lift, but it also
increases lift to drag ratio. However, in this Reynolds number range, lift is a much more
important parameter than the lift to drag ratio. Wagner‟s effect predicts that circulation,
and thus lift, takes several chord lengths of travel to develop. However, insects develop
their lift quickly, probably due to viscous effects. Specifically, this may be attributable to
the delayed stall mechanism. Here, a leading edge vortex, which is larger than the stable
separation bubble, remains attached to the upper surface at angles of attack greater than
13.5o and low Reynolds number. This leading edge vortex is a low pressure region, and
it also increases effective camber, so it can increase lift by either of those two
mechanisms.
This study reveals several seemingly anomalous force peaks, especially at the
ends of the motion where stroke reversal occurs. An explanation of this is given in a later
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article by Dickinson, et al [34]. Rotational lift is generated by the Magnus effect:
because of the rotating motion, velocity is higher on one side, enhancing circulation and
thus creating a force in that direction. Emblemsvag and Candler [41] confirm the flow
features reported by Dickinson et al, and report forces with the same trends, but twothirds the magnitude. It was also found that thinner wings promote flow separation.
Three-dimensional effects, namely axial flow, may stabilize this vortex [34]
[170]. This leading edge vortex will eventually be shed, but this takes a greater distance
than is traveled by most insect wings. Thus, the short travel distance, around three chord
lengths [31], allows insect wings to increase their coefficient of lift above the steady
values.
At these high angles of attack, it is convenient to deal with a single circulatory
force acting roughly perpendicular to the airfoil rather than lift and drag [31]. This single
circulatory force creates these forces. A force peak occurs at angle of attack of 60o, and
acts perpendicular to the surface for angles of attack greater than 10o.
Whereas the previous study focused on linear translation at various fixed angles
of attack, M. Dickinson‟s next study [30] added wing rotation as occurs in the transition
from downstroke to upstroke. This was an experimental investigation, as was the
previous study. Three locations for the rotational axis were studied: near the trailing
edge, centered, and near the leading edge. Of those, rotating about the trailing edge was
found to be the most beneficial. Furthermore, the wing on the upstroke interacts with the
wake left from the downstroke. This upstroke/downstroke interaction may be beneficial
as the inter-vortex stream in the wake increases the wing‟s velocity relative velocity and
angle of attack. This can be thought of as recovering energy lost during the previous
stroke. Lift is further augmented during the flip by the generation of a vortex that is then
captured by the wing‟s upper surface. Wang et al [170] proposes an additional rotational
mechanism explanation, namely the Magnus effect, whereby rotation leads to different
velocities and hence pressures on the two sides of the wing.
Sane and Dickinson provide an explanation for how the magnitude of these two
mechanisms changes with angle of attack [130]. As angle of attack increases, the angular
change from downstroke to upstroke decreases, and thus rotational lift decreases.
However, wake capture is enhanced as angle of attack increases since more shed vorticity
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from the previous stroke impacts the wing. Although rotating about an axis near the
trailing edge increases total lift, it decreases the amount of rotational lift [129]. In this
reference, a quasi-steady model that accurately predicts the time history of force
generation, excluding wake capture, is presented. Ramamurti and Sandberg, in a finite
element study [122], and also the CFD work of Sun and Tang [138], have confirmed the
influence of rotational timing on force development, with advanced rotation generating
the most force. Chasman and Chakravarthy [20], in an experimental and numerical study
of pitching and plunging, revealed a complicated series of vortices consistent with this
mechanism.
However, there is some dispute regarding these rotational mechanisms. In an
experimental study on the hawkmoth, Ellington et al [40] determined that it is delayed
stall, and not rotational effects, that accounts for the insect‟s lift. This conclusion was
reached due to the flow visualization results showing the growth of circulation at the
beginning of the downstroke. After rotation, the wing does not capture the vortex caused
by rotation; but instead, another leading edge vortex develops due to translation.
More details regarding the influence of this wake is provided in reference [14].
When a wing initially intersects the wake from the previous stroke upon stroke reversal,
lift is increased. The equation below provides a relationship between the vorticity change
rate and force. The oncoming vorticity causes an increased vorticity growth rate, and
thus lift. However, later in the motion, the downwash from the wake decreases the
wing‟s circulation and reduces lift. Wake interaction consists of a complicated series of
vortices, as follows. At the beginning of the downstroke, a leading edge vortex develops
and a translational starting vortex appears. This vortex is initially attached to the wing, as
is an under wing shear layer. Soon into the motion, the wing sheds the translational
starting vortex. A rotational starting vortex develops at the trailing edge during the flip.
Then, during the upstroke, the wing moves through both the leading edge vortex and the
rotational starting vortex. This increase in vorticity accelerates the growth of a new
leading edge vortex. A new under wing shear layer forms, and the process repeats with
the next flip. Wang et al [170] confirms these results. They found that the unsteady
effects of vorticity growth and wake interaction lead to changes in lift forces.
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where m  is displaced fluid mass,  is vorticity, and  is the first moment of vorticity.
The flow patterns around live hovering fruit flies were investigated by Dickinson
and Götz [33] with flow visualization and laser interferometry. The major result of this
study was the discovery of a vortex loop formed by the vorticity generated and shed
during each downstroke and flip. This loop begins to form at the beginning of the
downstroke behind the insect‟s body. When the wings flip, their bound vorticity is shed
into the loop that then slides down the insect‟s body and away into the wake. This
structure is roughly heart shaped. Circulation was not seen to develop during the
upstroke. This may be attributable to an “additive Wagner effect” wherein the vortex
shed during the flip prevents the buildup of circulation during the upstroke. Hence, there
is one power stroke, the downstroke, and one recovery stroke, the upstroke. Using the
relationship for momentum generated by a vortex ring, an equation relating ring
circulation and the insect‟s force was derived. That equation produced realistic estimates.
That same year, 1996, Dickinson wrote a review article [31] on aquatic
locomotion and the analogies with aerial locomotion. A major theme of that article was
the link between forced produced by wings/fins and the wake structure. Any force that
acts on the animal is balanced by an equal and opposite change in the wake‟s momentum,
as per Newton‟s Laws. This is illustrated by the following figure, Figure 2-2, where it is
clear that there is downward momentum in the wake. Figure 2-3 depicts the delayed stall
mechanism.
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Figure 2-2: Vortices and wake on a wing.

Figure 2-3: Delayed stall rotational wake capture mechanism.

Dickinson [31] identifies two parameters that determine if unsteady effects are
important. They are the advance ratio and the reduced frequency. The advance ratio is
the ratio of the body‟s velocity to the airfoil‟s velocity. The reduced frequency is the
reciprocal of the advance ratio. These two parameters are defined as follows:

J

u
2A f R

(5)
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2A f R
u

(6)

where J is advance ratio, u is the body‟s velocity, A is the stroke amplitude, f is the
flapping frequency, A is the flapping amplitude, R is the wing‟s length, and sigma is
reduced frequency.
In contrast to the above discussion of reference [34], Birch and Dickinson [15]
discovered that the vortex induced downward flow, and not the axial flow that stabilizes
the vortex on a delta wing, stabilizes the spiral leading edge vortex on a fruit fly wing.
This downwash, by reducing the effective angle of attack, prevents leading edge vortex
growth to the point of detachment. This makes the leading edge vortex so stable that it is
the vortex magnitude, and not the vortex stability, that limits the animal‟s flight
performance. PIV measurements also indicated spanwise flow on their model wing
caused by chordwise vorticity. This, in turn, forms a tip vortex and joins downstream
with the shed leading edge vortex. However, the fruit fly operates at a low Reynolds
number, much lower than, for example a hawkmoth, so different mechanisms may come
into play for different animals due to Reynolds number effects. With a lower Reynolds
number, there is less axial flow.
As alluded to at the end of reference [34], the next paper in the series [130]
investigates the use of altering wing kinematics for maneuvering. Many wing trajectory
parameters may be adjusted: stroke amplitude, angle of attack, flip timing and flip
duration, and the shape and magnitude of stroke deviation. Optimum stroke amplitude,
angle of attack, and wing tip trajectory were determined.
Sane and Dickinson [130] experimentally investigated those parameters with their
dynamically scaled wing. The results will now be summarized. Increasing flip duration
improves performance, and the flip should be symmetric of delayed. Stroke deviation
degrades performance. Radial forces are produced, and the wing is traveling through the
downwash of the previous stroke. Thus, when the wing deviates downward, it is affected
more than then it deviates upward. Delayed stall becomes more important as stroke
amplitude increases because the leading edge vortex provides lift over a greater distance.
Rotational effects contribute more of the lift at lower stroke amplitude. Optimal lift
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occurs at 45o angle of attack, 180o stroke amplitude, 10% flip duration, and flipping in
advance of stroke reversal by 5%. Altering from this pattern causes less lift on one side
than on another, thus allowing maneuvers.
Two other papers support the discussion in the previous paragraph. Further
underscoring the sensitivity of insect flight dynamics, Fry et al. [48] found that the
animal‟s lift is highly constrained by the need to balance forces and torques to keep the
animal stable. He also found that fruit fly wings deviate in such a manner that they
describe a U shaped trajectory. Also, Milano and Gharib [103] used a genetic algorithm
to find the set of parameters yielding maximum lift. This is a more sophisticated
optimization method than that applied in reference [130]. The results of this optimization
reveal that the wing would travel the greatest distance that it can before shedding the
leading edge vortex. Hence, the lift generated by this vortex acts on the wing for a longer
distance.
Wang et al [170] confirms these results. In a study comparing two-dimensional
CFD and three-dimensional experiments, forces were found to depend on the square of
stroke amplitude. However, the forces depend more sensitively to the phase between
stroke angle and angle of attack. This reference [170] also confirms one of the results of
reference [31], in that periodic force generation is achieved after only two strokes.
Reynolds number effects are prominent, and flow features present in one insect at
one Reynolds number may not be present in another insect at a different Reynolds
number [16]. At Reynolds number of approximately 5,000, the leading edge vortex is
stabilized by axial flow, which drains energy into a tip vortex. This is similar to the flow
features over the leeward side of a delta wing. The resulting spiral vortex does not occur
at lower Reynolds numbers. Birch et al [16] studied the leading edge vortex at Reynolds
numbers of 120 and 1,400 and found a small region of fast spanwise flow in the leading
edge vortex core at Re=1,400, but not at Re=120. This indicates the strong dependence
of flow features on Reynolds number. Circulation increases from the root of the wing out
to 60% of the wing‟s length. It then decreases because the leading edge vortex separates
and forms a tip vortex. Thus, vorticity generated at the leading edge is transported into
the wake. The wing generates less lift at the lower Reynolds number because viscous
forces are more prominent than at the higher Reynolds number. These viscous forces
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may be the reason that a spiral vortex does not occur at this Reynolds number. However,
Ellington et al [40] has observed an axial flow stabilized spiral leading edge vortex on a
hawkmoth, a relatively high Reynolds number insect.
Most of the previous discussion dealt with hovering flight. Dickson and
Dickinson [29] investigated the behavior of lift and drag coefficients in forward flight. In
their experiments, a wing simultaneously revolved at constant angular velocity and
translated forward. Lift and drag coefficients are not constant throughout the stroke, as
they are in hovering; thus, the quasi-steady model previously discussed requires
modification. Dickson and Dickinson found that the tip velocity ratio, the ratio of the
chordwise velocity component at the tip caused by translation and revolution, determines
how lift and drag coefficients depend on advance ratio and stroke position. For angles of
attack greater than 30o, the coefficients of lift and drag both decrease as the tip velocity
ratio increases. For lower angles of attack, coefficient of drag increases with tip velocity
ratio. The authors indicate that the tip ratio is a more important parameter than the
advance ratio, and that equal force coefficients result from equal tip ratios. Also, the tip
velocity ratio is useful for comparing forces during forward flight to forces during
hovering flight. When the tip velocity ratio is negative, coefficients of both lift and drag
are greater than their hovering counterparts. The reverse is true for positive tip velocity
ratios. Proportionalities for the lift and drag ratios are given in the two equations below.
C L  sin  cos  

(7)

C D  sin 2  

(8)

It has been suggested [7] that honeybees do not utilize the above mechanisms,
with their long strokes and attached leading edge vortices. Instead, honeybee‟s stroke
lengths are shorter and their flapping frequency is higher. With shorter stokes, unsteady
forces generated during stroke reversal dominate over the translational forces. However,
these short strokes are less efficient than longer strokes, and it is speculated that the insect
chooses this inefficient mode of flight for other considerations, like maneuverability,
foraging, etc.
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Wang [169] investigated two time parameters and how they relate to vortex
formation, vortex shedding, and force development. Three regions on a graph of force
versus distance were attributed to: the diffusion of vorticity in the boundary layer
immediately upon starting the motion, formation of an attached leading edge vortex, and
a quasi steady region of vortex shedding. This wing generated thrust, since its lift force
was tilted in the forward direction. Also, a vortex wake developed with vortices rotating
in the opposite directions to a von Karman wake. There was a velocity component in the
direction opposite the wing‟s motion, thus generating thrust. Thrust only occurs in a time
window confined by an upper and lower bound attributed to the shedding of the leading
edge vortex and the growth of the trailing edge vortex, respectively. A wing should flap
at such a frequency that the leading edge vortex has time to form, but not so long that the
vortex has been shed. Two major conclusions were reached in this article. First, the
optimal advance ratio is dictated by maximizing the angle of attack without stalling. This
corresponded to angle of attack between 45o and 60o, with an advance ratio between 0.16
and 0.27. Second, the optimal reduced frequency is between the two time scales
mentioned above, and is inversely proportional to wing length.
Usherwood and Ellington conducted a two-part study ([159] and [160]) of
revolving wings. The former study dealt with hawkmoth wings, while the latter study
employed four wings, including both insect and bird. This allows the wing to experience
higher flow velocity at the tip than at the root, and allows the experimenter to investigate
the downstroke and upstroke without the flip between the two. This study confirms many
aspects of the delayed stall mechanism described above. Spiral leading and trailing edge
vortices, stabilized by spanwise flow, are present on these steadily revolving wings.
Thus, they are steady flow phenomena. This leading edge vortex is the force generating
mechanism, and forces are essentially unaffected by leading edge shape, twist, and
camber. Van Den Berg and Ellington [161] provide flow visualizations of the leading
edge vortex separating at 75% span, joining the tip vortex, and then forming a wake.
Dragonflies are one of the few gliding insects. Wakeling and Ellington [167]
have documented the exceptionally high performance of dragonfly wings. As indicated
from their ability to glide, dragonfly wings generate substantial lift in a steady flow
process, much more so than any other insect wing can. This performance is attributable
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to many morphological considerations. Dragonfly wing leading edges are sharp, which
promotes separation. Also, dragonfly wings have corrugations that trap vortices and alter
the wing‟s effective shape. Finally, hairs extend outside the boundary layer and act as
turbulators.
Tamai et al [148] studied three dragonfly-like airfoils at the micro aerial vehicle
appropriate Reynolds number of 34,000. These airfoils were streamlined, corrugated, as
in a dragonfly, and a flat plate. The corrugated airfoil performed well and resisted stall
since its corrugations created unsteady vortices and tripped the boundary layer. Thus,
higher velocity air farther from the surface was brought closer to the surface, and flow
separation is delayed.
Taylor et al [151] also studied the flapping frequency in both aquatic and aerial
locomotion. His work largely supports the work of Wang [169]. Taylor et al speculate
that evolution has driven both swimming and flying animals to cruise at a Strouhal
number, from 0.2 to 0.4, that maximizes efficiency. Strouhal number is defined in
equation 9, where f is flapping frequency, A is wake amplitude, and U is freestream
velocity. This corresponds to maximizing the amplitude of shed vortices. It has also
been postulated, by Lentink and Gerritsma [85], that insects fly at a Strouhal number
close to the Strouhal number of natural vortex shedding. This is termed frequency
locking. This same study also underscored the importance of wing shape, with aft
camber being important for flapping flight.

St=fA/U

(9)

2.3. BIRD AERODYNAMICS
The major fluid mechanical difference between insects and birds is the Reynolds
number at which they fly [38]. Birds, being larger than insects, operate at a larger
Reynolds number, such as 20,000-100,000, compared to 10,000 for the largest insets.
These higher Reynolds numbers allow transition to turbulence. A Reynolds number of
10,000 is sufficient to promote transition at the sharp leading edge of an insect wing. The
leading edge vortex looses cohesion at Re=10,000, and becomes less well organized
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above that number. Increased mixing due to turbulence disrupts the intense velocity
gradients present in the leading edge vortex, and the two-dimensional form results.
Periodic vortex shedding, with a concomitant lift reduction, begins to occur at a Reynolds
number of 20,000. From Re=10,000 to 100,000, which is birds, axial flow stabilizes the
leading edge vortex, but for Reynolds numbers less than 1,000, which is insects, the
vortex is stabilized by downwash.
Templin [152] investigated the flight characteristics of all known types of flying
animals, including pterosaurs. Rayner [127] has also investigated flight charactersistics
and wing beat kinematics and how they impact performance. Momentum stream tube
theory was applied and used to determine such things as range, maximum weight, and
cruising speeds. This approach was validated in the article. It was further determined
that most flight characteristics depend on two parameters, mass and wing span. Liu et al
[93] mathematically modeled bird wing kinematics as Fourier series for three
characteristic angles as functions of time.
Liu [92], in an article describing how CFD can be used in biology, studied the
leading edge vortex as an example problem. Liu confirms the stabilizing roll of axial
flow in the leading edge vortex at these Reynolds numbers and concludes that the axial
flow is generated by a spanwise pressure gradient generated by the leading edge vortex.
Flying animals leave vortices in their wakes. Spedding et al [136] and
Hedenström et al [54] conducted PIV experiments on bird wakes. The former study
determined that closed vortex loops shed during the downstroke produce vortex rings in
the wake. A downwash of fluid exists between these vortex rings and is of sufficient
momentum to keep the bird aloft. The upstroke is mostly inactive regarding the
production of force and vortices. This study also gives some typical numbers for bird
flight, namely reduced frequency of k=0.6, forward velocity of u=10 m/s, flapping
frequency of f=10 Hz, and chord length of c=0.10 m. The unsteady vortex wake was also
investigated by Philips, et al [117], who used it to determine flapping power
requirements.
Hedenström et al [54] experimented on four bird species in a wind tunnel and
determined vorticity and circulation both decrease with increasing flight speed. Further,
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they define a normalized circulation,


, which equals half of the time-averaged lift
uc

coefficient. Tobalske et al [154] also studied bird flight at various speeds, but whereas
Hedenström et al [54] concentrated on fluid mechanics, Tobalske et al [154] concentrated
on kinematics. Low aspect ratio wings have the same kinematics at high (>9 m/s) and
low (<9 m/s) speeds. High aspect ratio wings have a wing tip reversal on the upstroke for
low speeds, but no wing tip reversal for high speeds.
The second part of the two-part Usherwood and Ellington study ([159] and [160])
mentioned in the insect section dealt with revolving insect and bird wings. This study
points out the similarity between bird and insect wing aerodynamics. They are both
insensitive to changes in camber, roughness, and aspect ratio. Furthermore, force
coefficients for the insects and birds in this study were quite similar.
Hummingbirds, which hover at a Reynolds number of 3,000, are not like regular
birds in two major respects [171]. First, they are the only bird that can hover for
prolonged periods. Second, both their downstroke and upstroke produce lift. The
downstroke produces 75% of the lift and the upstroke produces 25%. This asymmetry is
attributed to a difference between birds and insects. Unlike thin and flexible insect wings
whose camber can reverse, bird wings are rigid. Thus, their camber on the upstroke is
essentially negative, accounting for the reduced effectiveness of the upstroke.
Hummingbirds have an important similarity with insects, namely they both have a
large leading edge vortex, and therefore delayed stall. In hummingbirds, this vortex only
occurs during the downstroke and is shed at the transition to upstroke. However,
Ellington [38] and Altshuler et al [8] investigated hummingbird wings at Re=5,000 in a
revolving wing experiment and found flow over a hummingbird‟s wing remains attached.
Revolving wings mimics the flapping motion with larger velocity at the tip than at the
root. Thus the hummingbird generates more lift and less drag than the insect leading
edge vortex mechanism. The likely cause for this is feathers acting as turbulators, which
destroy the leading edge vortex. Performance is so good that lift to drag ratios of 8 to 16
can be generated.
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2.4. SMALL AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMICS
Table 2-2 lists the Reynolds numbers for several common flying objects.
Ellington [39] presents an in-depth analysis of insect based micro-air vehicles (MAVs)
incluidng mass supported, power requirements, maximum flight speed, and other
performance parameters. This paper bridges the gap between biology and aerospace
engineering. Two other such papers are Spedding and Lissaman [137] and Freymuth
[47]. The former concentrates on design problems, like low Reynolds number
performance degradation and increased susceptibility to turbulence, while the latter
explains how dynamic stall can be advantageous to highly maneuverable aircraft.

Table 2-2: Reynolds numbers for various flying objects.
Object

Reynolds Number

Insects

102 - 104

RC Airplanes

103 – 106

Birds

104 – 106

General Aviation

106 – 107

Large Airplanes

107 – 108

A recent review of small vehicle aerodynamics is given by Mueller and DeLaurier
[104]. This article focuses on the aerodynamics of wings at Reynolds numbers less than
2x105 and oscillating wing propulsion. The article also provides a justification for
flapping wing propulsion, since it generates lift and thrust without substantial weight.
Most micro aerial vehicles are around 10cm long and fly at speeds around 10 meters per
second [148]. Mueller and DeLaurier [105] identified several important issues for the
design of MAVs. They are: the effect of camber and planform shape, how motion and
pitch affect thrust and lift, and how planform shape and flexibility affect dynamic stall,
separation, and attached flow. Many of these issues will be addressed here, but others,
like flexibility and aeroelasticity, are beyond the scope of this work. For an example of
aeroelasticity and a closed loop control system designed for a flexible wing, see Ho et al .
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Mueller‟s and DeLaurier‟s review article [104] also details some flow features at
low and intermediate Reynolds numbers. Standard, classical theories work well in the
passenger rated aircraft whose Reynolds numbers are greater than 500,000. Below this
Reynolds number, performance deteriorates due to laminar boundary layer separation.
Most Micro Aerial Vehicles, or MAVs, operate in the Reynolds number range from
30,000 to 200,000, where an airfoil‟s thickness is important and affects separation. After
separation, this shear layer usually does not transition before reattachment. For Reynolds
numbers from 70,000 to 200,000, the flow is laminar and has a large separation bubble.
This bubble shortens at higher Reynolds numbers, thus improving performance.
In the aerospace literature, “low Reynolds number (Rec)” means a Reynolds
number less than 4,000,000. This is substantially higher than the Rec = 500 in Section
4.1. Rec is Reynolds number based on chord length. Three Reynolds number ranges are
described in McMasters and Henderson [102]: subcritical, where Re < 400,000, critical,
where 400,000 < Re < 500,000, and supercritical, where Re > 500,000. The flow over a
low Reynolds number wing is dominated by the laminar separation bubble, and is
discussed in two review articles, Lissaman [90] and Carmichael [18]. A laminar
boundary layer is not able to overcome an adverse pressure gradient, so it separates. This
separated boundary layer forms a free shear layer and is more susceptible to transition.
Free shear layers are unstable and transition more easily than boundary layers. After
transitioning to turbulent flow, increased entrainment causes reattachment. The shear
layer is able to overcome the adverse pressure gradient and then reattaches to the wing‟s
surface as a turbulent boundary layer. However, for Reynolds number less than 50,000,
there is insufficient distance for this reattachment to occur. In the subcritical regime,
open separation without reattachment can occur at high angles of attack [102]. Since
pressure is low in laminar separation bubbles, they increase the airfoil‟s drag and reduce
its performance. Higher Reynolds number wings will have smaller bubbles and better lift
to drag ratios [132].
Jian and Ke-Qin [66] used CFD and flow visualization to investigate the flow
field over low aspect ratio elliptical planform wings. They found three vortices in the
separated region: primary and secondary separated vortices, and tail vortex. The primary
separated vortex constantly sheds from α = 0o to 30o, but the secondary separated vortex
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only sheds at 5o. It moves upstream as angle of attack increases. For angles of attack
greater than 30o, the primary separated vortex becomes stationary above the wing. While
the primary and secondary separated vortices are fixed, the tail vortex continuously
grows and sheds. The stationary vortex consists of counter rotating vortices, and only on
low aspect ratio wings; they are shed on high aspect ratio wings. The tip vortex is
responsible for the stationary vortex behavior. Its vertical component causes separated
vortices to move with the wing, this causing the separated vortex to be stationary for
angles of attack of 33o and higher.
The laminar boundary layer‟s post separation behavior dictates the increased drag
and decreased lift at low Reynolds number [104]. For these Reynolds numbers, the
boundary layer remains laminar and separates into a shear layer. This layer does not
reattach for Reynolds number less than 50,000, but does for higher Reynolds numbers,
thus forming a transitional separation bubble. Called a long bubble, stall occurs when
this bubble reaches the trailing edge. Since the flow is unsteady downstream of this
bubble, hysteresis can occur. The CFD simulations of Davis and Carter [25] revealed
some cases with one primary bubble and some cases with a secondary counterrotating
bubble inside the primary. More details on transitional separation bubbles appear in
reference [58].
Fitzgerald and Mueller [42] conducted a laser velocimetry and hot wire
experiment on the transitional separation bubble on a low Reynolds number wing.
Reverse flow occurs in this bubble, but has no effect on the growth of boundary layer
parameters of displacement, momentum, and energy thickness. Reversed flow does
affect the magnitude of these thicknesses and shape factor.
Choi and Lee [20] provide a model for transitional separation bubble transition in
which the Reynolds number at transition was found to depend on the Reynolds number at
separation and the Thwaites parameter. This separation bubble can burst in either of two
ways [98]. The first occurs when the long bubble cannot remain attached against an
adverse pressure gradient, so it separates. The separated bubble then transitions, where
the increased mixing allows the much shorter bubble to reattach. The second form of
bursting is when this short bubble cannot be maintained and grows continuously.
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Elimelech et al [37] propose a three phase transition to turbulence process for
airfoils at Reynolds numbers from 5,000 to 60,000. The first phase has a laminar wake
that is stable for a few chord lengths; the second phase has a well ordered vortex street
wake, and in the third phase, the vortex street becomes unstable and a bubble occurs on
the suction surface. As the magnitude of reversed flow reaches a certain value, a global
instability occurs. Thus, the shear layer transitions and reattaches, and stationary vortices
are shed.
Lian and Shyy [87] also investigated transition at Reynolds numbers from 104 to
105. As angle of attack increase, separation and transition positions move upstream. The
strong adverse pressure gradient causes transition. At angles of attack just prior to stall,
the laminar separation bubble becomes shorter and thinner. Reynolds number was found
to affect this process. Increasing Reynolds number increases turbulence intensity and
shortens the separation bubble.
The literature in the Reynolds number range from 0-1,000 is scarce, but is much
more plentiful for airfoils in the range from 10,000 to 1,000,000. The lowest Reynolds
number study found in the literature was Kunz and Kroo [75], at a Reynolds number of
1,000. Laitone [79], [80], and [81], has experimentally investigated cambered
rectangular plate wings at Reynolds numbers as low as 20,000. Cambered plate wings
bent to 5% camber with sharp leading edges were found to give higher lift/drag ratios
compared to a NACA 0012 section wing. Slightly cambered and flat plate wings are less
sensitive to Reynolds number variations than the NACA 0012. The sharp leading edge is
beneficial as it continuously sheds vortices which reduce the size of the separated region.
Momentum lift, lift generated by the wing redirecting the flow, was observed for the bent
plate, and it allowed CL>1 after stall. Null and Shkarayev [108] also investigated the
effect of camber on circular planform airfoils at Reynolds numbers ranging from 50,000
to 100,000. 3-9% camber was found to be optimal, with the optimal amount of camber
increasing as speed decreases. Slower speeds necessitate higher angles of attack, and
more camber promotes attachment at these higher angles.
Kunz and Kroo [75] conducted numerical simulations of the two-dimensional
Navier-Stokes equations at Rec ranging from 1,000 to 10,000 to study the effects of
camber, thickness, and leading edge and trailing edge shapes. Lift coefficient was found
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to increase with decreasing Rec, but lift to drag ratios decrease with decreasing Rec since
drag increases. Section geometric parameters also affect performance. Drag increases
and lift coefficient decreases as thickness increases. Thus, thickness should be small.
Camber distribution is also important, with 2% camber found to be optimal. Since the
boundary layer thickness increases as Reynolds number decreases, the effective wing
shape is altered. Effective camber is reduced as angle of attack increases. The thick
boundary layer is responsible for large regions with little pressure change, and also a
displacement effect that delays separation.
Sunada et al [141] in an airfoil study confirm the results of Tamai et al [148], who
investigated dragonfly-derived wings. Their experimental investigation of airfoils at a
Reynolds number of 4,000 show that sharp trailing edges and corrugations increase the
lift to drag ratio by reducing drag. This is related to the transitional separation bubble‟s
thickness. In a later study, Sunada [142] systematically examined twenty airfoils with an
aspect ratio of 7.25 and at the same Reynolds number as the previous study. Here, the
influence of sharp leading edges and corrugations was confirmed, and the effect of slight
(5%) camber was also determined to be beneficial.
An overview of the aerodynamics and design considerations appropriate for the
low Reynolds number regime is provided by Selig [132]. There are three considerations:
a convex pressure recovery, lack of large adverse pressure gradients near the trailing
edge, and a transition point that moves forward as angle of attack increases. Selig et al.
[131] discussed the laminar separation bubble and its effects on lift forces in wings at
Reynolds numbers from 40,000 to 150,000: nonlinear lift and lift hysteresis. The
movement and growth of the laminar separation bubble causes both of these effects. As
angle of attack increases, the laminar separation bubble on the upper surface grows,
thereby increasing displacement thickness and introducing negative camber. The
separation point also moves toward the leading edge. When the angle of attack is too
high, reattachment becomes impossible and the bubble bursts, causing stall. The growth
and movement of the bubble when angle of attack decreases is not symmetric with the
increasing angle of attack behavior, resulting in hysteresis. Tripping the boundary layer
would mitigate some of these effects and would result in a bubble that shrinks and moves
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upstream as  increases. Biber et al. [13] have designed an airfoil successfully meeting
the design considerations mentioned above at Rec = 50,000.
Hsiao et al. [59] have conducted flow visualization of tip vortices on wings at Rec
= 100,000. These vortices create a suction region over the wing which dominates lift
production at high angles of attack, greater than 10o. Tip vortices are also beneficial
because they promote flow attachment along the upper surface, thereby delaying stall.
However, this effect is only present in low aspect ratio wings, as they are too far removed
at higher aspect ratios. The effect of a tip vortex is only felt in the immediate vicinity for
aspect ratios of eight and larger, according to experiments at Reynolds numbers from
70,000 to 300,000 [1]. Not all effects of the tip vortex are beneficial; its downwash
reduces the effective angle of attack and causes induced drag [163].
Flow features behind the airfoil also affect forces. As increases, the separation
point on the suction surface remains stationary, whereas that on the pressure surface
moves aft [76]. This asymmetric flow separation at the trailing edge alters pressure
distribution causing a high lift curve slope at low angle of attack at Rec = 300,000 [76].
In a study [128] performed at Rec = 200,000, the separation point was found to be
stationary only in a range of  around 2o. Generally, as angle of attack increases, the
separation point, transition point, and turbulent reattachment point all move towards the
leading edge. Since the reattachment point moves forward faster than the reattachment
point, the bubble shrinks. An airfoil with a bubble that shrinks and moves forward as
angle of attack increases will exhibit a gentle stall. An airfoil at Rec = 50,000 was
successfully designed with this gentle stall [13].
A wing‟s drag is given by the below equation consisting of two terms [104]. The
first is the parasite drag coefficient at zero lift and the second is the induced drag due to
lift. AR is aspect ratio, the wingspan squared divided by planform area, and e is Oswald
efficiency. This equation indicates that a large aspect ratio, such as three or more, is
preferable as it will reduce drag and increase range. However, lower aspect ratio wings
have their advantages, including at low Reynolds numbers. Tip vortices influence the
flow over the entire span, thus contributing to lift and a high angle of attack before stall.
Additionally, Viieru et al [163] found that induced drag from the tip vortex increases total
drag, but that the effect, at moderate angles of attack, can be alleviated with endplates.
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The effects of camber and planform on flow features and force generation in a
low Reynolds number flow have been studied [114], [68]. For thin wings, camber was
found to be beneficial in the range of Reynolds number from 60,000 to 200,000, as it
promotes flow attachment [114]. The lift curve slope was not affected by planform shape
and Reynolds number, despite differing wake structures, at Reynolds numbers of 8,000
and 24,000 [68]. A semi-ellipse wing produces a less coherent trailing vortex structure
than a rectangular wing [68]. However, at a similar Reynolds number (200,000) and
aspect ratio (0.5 to 2), Cosyn and Vierendeels [24] found lift characteristics are similar
for cambered plates and flat plates. Drag was also similar until flow over the flat plate
separates, again showing that camber promotes flow attachment.

2.5. FLAPPING AND PLUNGING WING AERODYNAMICS
Micro air vehicles (MAVs) have recently received great attention due to their
unique capabilities, including hovering, indoor flight, and maneuverability. Their
maximum dimension is less than 15cm, and weigh less than 100g. Many MAVs, micro
air vehicles, use flapping wing propulsion, as this form of propulsion is advantageous
over traditional forms at low Reynolds numbers [104]. Pines and Bohorquez [118]
discuss the need for MAVs and the flow physics that limits their performance. The
ornithopter, which flies like a bird, was identified as showing the greatest promise.
Types of small scale propulsion and power are also discussed. Insect-like MAVs, or
entomopters, are analyzed by Ellington [39]. Ramamurti and Sandberg [124] propose
vehicle designs inspired by insect flight and fish swimming mechanisms.
Flapping wing aerodynamics is usually studied with experimental or numerical
methods; analytical methods are only rarely applied to this problem. Vest and Katz [162]
developed a potential flow model capable of analyzing unsteady, three-dimensional
flows. A time area averaged momentum stream tube model capable of predicting cruise
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velocity, power, and efficiency for flapping flight is provided by Liu [95]. The same
author, in a different work [94], proposes various scaling laws for fixed and flapping
wing aircraft and biological flyers. DeLaurier [27] developed a strip theory in which the
wing is divided into strips, each of which produces forces and moments in response to
plunging and pitching. The effect of stalled strips is incorporated. Among the few
analytical solutions available in the literature are integral equation solutions ([73], [174],
and [135],) a conformal mapping procedure [21], and a singular perturbation method
[65].
A mechanism by which plunging wings produces thrust is the Knoller-Betz effect
[67]. The plunging motion of an airfoil creates an effective velocity at an angle to the
freestream. Since the force is predominately perpendicular to the freestream, both a lift
and a thrust component exist. This is illustrated in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4: Knoller-Betz effect.

Freymuth [46] identifies three hovering modes: mode 1, also called water treading
mode, which is leading edge trailing edge switching, and mode 2, also called normal
hovering or figure eight mode, in which the leading edge is not switched. Mode 3 is an
oblique version of mode 2 with a deflected wake. Thrust generation from a reverse von
Karman vortex street was observed for all modes. A reverse von Karman wake is where
vortices are of the opposite sense of a normal wake, produces a jet like velocity profile.
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The wake behind flapping airfoils can be quite complex. Von Ellenrieder et al
[164] noted a complicated wake structure as vortices shed, stretch, and combine. The
LEV and TEV, trailing edge vortex, shed near the mean point and extreme points of the
heaving motion, respectively, and form a series of interconnected loops. When the
Strouhal number exceeds 0.3, an additional TEV is shed. Strouhal number has been
found to affect thrust production, with thrust only occurring in certain ranges. For
example, Triantafyllou et al [158] found a preferred range of 0.25 ≤ St ≤ 0.35.
Efficiency, defined as η=TV/E, where T is thrust, V is velocity, and E is input power,
achieves its optimum at a Strouhal number in the above range which maximizes wake
spatial amplification. A later study [9] gave a slightly different Strouhal number range,
and also determined how the reverse von Karmam vortex street is formed. The LEV
sheds on alternating sides of the airfoil, convects downstream, and interacts with the
TEV; this happens twice per cycle. Wang [169] also discusses frequency selection and
the time scales for vortex formation, and in particular, how the ideal frequency should be
between the time scales defined by shedding of the leading edge vortex and growth of the
trailing edge vortex.
Platzer et al [121] provide a review paper on the physics of thrust and lift
generation for flapping wings. For pure plunging at high Reynolds numbers, thrust is
developed from the shedding of trailing edge vortices, but at low Reynolds numbers,
thrust generation comes from the shedding of both leading and trailing edge vortices.
These form a reverse von Karman street with a jet profile [166]. Lee et al [84] propose a
type of thrust generation distinct from the reverse von Karman vortex street. Thrust is
generated at the end of the upstroke, where vortex pairing and vortex staying occur. A jet
is created between these paired vortices, thus creating thrust. DeLaurier and Harris [28]
identified two mechanisms for thrust production: leading edge suction, which works even
at α = 0o, and the streamwise component of the wing‟s normal force. For the three
dimensional case, a series of alternating vortex rings, which form a reverse von Karman
wake in cross section, is formed, and the dynamic stall vortex interacts with the tip vortex
[121]. Two oblique jets caused by vortex structures form downstream of flapping wings
[35]. Another three dimensional effect is spanwise flow, which increases velocity
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differences between the upper and lower surface of a flapping wing, thereby increasing
lift [56].
Additional visualizations of the complicated three dimensional wake consisting of
intertwined vortex rings are provided by Parker et al [112]. Both the leading and trailing
edge vortices formed from a pair of co-rotating vortices. Lai and Platzer [77] performed
flow visualization of the vortex street and found that the non-dimensional plunge
velocity, which is the reduced frequency multiplied by non-dimensionalized plunge
amplitude, is the governing parameter. Thrust was generated when this parameter
exceeds 0.4. Two vortices of the same sense are shed per half stroke for a nondimensional plunge velocity around 0.2, while only one vortex is shed per half stroke for
non-dimensional plunge velocity around 0.6. Their visualizations show trailing edge
vortices forming the wake, and Young and Lai [180] also indicate wake structures depend
on trailing edge effects. However, they also note that leading edge effects control forces
for reduced frequencies less than four. In particular, vortices shed into the wake look like
mushrooms; when pointed upstream, drag is produced, and when pointed downstream,
thrust is produced. Chandar and Damodaran [19] show thrust production benefits of a
sharp trailing edge. A large radius leading edge prevents the LEV from growing too
large and shedding prematurely, and a sharp trailing edge promotes jet formation [83].
Young and Lai [180] also note multiple vortices shed per half stroke, and explain it as
resulting from the interaction between the natural bluff body shedding frequency and the
shedding imposed by plunging. This is termed vortex lock-in [181]. However, Lewin
and Haj-Hariri [86] and Lua et al [96] determined that both leading and trailing edge
vortices interact and form the wake. At high frequencies, the wake transitions to a
chaotic flow through the quasi-periodicity and phase locking scenarios, as described in
Blondeaux et al [17]. Five wake types were reported by Lua et al [96]. When vortices
from the leading edge merge with vortices from the trailing edge, three types of wake are
possible: deflected, von Karman, and reverse von Karman. When vortices do not merge,
the wake is either dissipated or neutral. The deflected wake is caused when, at high
reduced frequencies, vortices shed from the trailing edge interact nonlinearly [78].
Anderson et al [9] also propose the equivalent importance of both edges. When this
leading edge vortex is attached to the upper surface of a pitching and plunging airfoil, lift
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force is reduced, but lift increases when it sheds [125]. However, Tuncer and Platzer
[156] reveal the thrust generating benefits of a large leading edge vortex, even though it
reduces efficiency.
In addition to the controversy over the dominance of leading edge or trailing edge
effects is the controversy over the governing parameter for plunging wings. Some
researchers, like Lai and Platzer [77], indicate that the governing parameter is the nondimensional plunge velocity. Others, such as Young and Lai [180] and Lewin and HajHariri [86], indicate that both reduced frequency and non-dimensional plunge velocity are
important. Strouhal number is directly proportional to the non-dimensional plunge
velocity. The angle of attack also plays a role in a combined parameter, with Ramamurti
and Sandberg [125] showing a dependence of thrust on the product of reduced frequency
and angle of attack, rather than both individually.
Von Ellenrieder et al [165] discuss frequency selection and three dimensional
flow features for flapping wings. Flow visualizations for purely plunging and purely
pitching airfoils are provided by Freymuth [45]. Parameter selection for optimal thrust
generation has received extensive attention, including the work of Anderson et al [9] and
Young and Lai [179], among others. Anderson et al [9] provide a list of parameters for
optimal thrust generation, including Strouhal number from 0.25 – 0.40, heave amplitude
close to chord length, angle of attack from 12o – 25o, and pitch leading heave by a phase
angle of 75o. Young and Lai [179] found a decrease in efficiency at high reduced
frequencies because of vortex shedding away from the centerline at the trailing edge and
lack of time for the leading edge vortex to form. Isogai et al [64] associate low efficiency
with substantial flow separation, as additional work is performed against the suction
region [156]. A variational method for minimizing power in flapping flight has been
developed and used to derive optimal conditions [53]. Nagai et al [107] discuss the three
aerodynamic force mechanisms at work in flapping flight: delayed stall, rotational lift,
and wake capture and how they vary as functions of stroke plane angle and advance ratio.
The effects of kinematics and geometry have also received extensive attention.
Some examples are the work of Ansari et al ([10] and [11],) and Okamoto and Azuma
[109]. Young et al [182] investigated a dragonfly wing over a wide range of kinematic
parameters, including flapping frequency, flapping amplitude, and Reynolds number. In
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particular, the timing of pitch relative to stroke reversal is governed by a trade off.
Advanced rotation allows for increased lift, but drag also increases, and the shedding of a
strong starting vortex reduces lift. Thus, it is preferable to advance pitch by a small
amount, around 5%. Pitching about the mid-chord provides the best compromise
between ejecting vortices shed from the leading and trailing edges during stroke reversal.
The starting vortex shed from the leading edge after stroke reversal inhibits the
development of the new leading edge vortex, and should thus be ejected at high speed.
Similarly, startup and stopping vortices shed from the trailing edge reduce lift and should
be ejected. The best compromise is to flip at mid-chord. Regarding wing geometry, a
large aspect ratio increases both thrust coefficient and efficiency, and a straight leading
edge is preferred [35]. An airfoil has been optimized for efficient thrust generation [83].
It looks like a tadpole, with a thick leading edge to prevent the formation of a large
leading edge vortex, and a thin trailing edge to create a large pressure difference and thus
thrust.
High thrust and high efficiency frequently occur at different and conflicting
kinematics, e.g. Tuncer and Platzer [157]. High thrust occurred at high reduced
frequency and high amplitude, while high efficiency occurred at low reduced frequency
and high amplitude.
One of the primary outstanding issues is the stabilizing mechanism for the leading
edge vortex, LEV, a low pressure region which has been identified as the cause for
sustained lift generation in flapping wings. Lauder [82] provides a discussion of the two
contending ideas. Ellington et al [40] proposes spanwise flow convects vorticity away
from the LEV towards the tip, where it joins the tip vortex and forms a vortex ring. This
prevents the LEV from growing too big and shedding. The tip vortex, in addition to
delaying separation, also increases lift ([134] and [57].) Maxworthy [101] derives
pressure and velocity distributions in a leading edge vortex. The pressure distribution,
caused by balancing the centrifugal force and the vorticity distribution, causes axial flow.
Consider a rotating wing whose tip experiences greater velocity than its root. A velocity
distribution thus exists along the length of the leading edge vortex, and this causes a
pressure distribution. This pressure distribution then causes axial flow through the
leading edge vortex, thereby stabilizing it. Liu and Kawachi [91] observed axial flow in
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the leading edge vortex over 60-70% of the wing span. At this point, instabilities cause
the leading edge vortex to break down, separate, and join the tip vortex.
Birch and Dickinson [15] propose that stabilization comes from the tip vortex
creating downwash and lowering the effective angle of attack. Shyy and Liu [133] also
address the controversy over the stabilizing mechanism of the LEV. The mechanism
proposed by Ellington, axial flow, and the mechanism proposed by Dickinson,
downwash, appear to both be applicable at their respective Reynolds number ranges.
Axial flow is more prominent at higher Re; however, LEVs on wings at lower Reynolds
number remain attached because the weaker LEV is less susceptible to breakdown.
Both the LEV and TEV consist of two smaller, co-rotating vortices which merge
in the early stages of flow separation [111]. A detailed description of the vortex system
on a flapping wing is provided by Ramasamy and Leishman [126]. At Re = 15,500,
multiple vortices were found on the wing‟s suction surface. As soon as an LEV sheds,
another takes its place, resulting in many vortices moving aft along the wing (see aldo
Tarascio [150].) The LEV, despite having substantial axial flow, is unstable and sheds.
However, since there is always at least one on the wing, high lift is maintained. Root and
tip vortices also shed, after which they move toward each other and down, causing lift.
The leading edge trailing edge switching mode has received far less attention than
the standard hovering or standard plunging modes. Force generation for a wing in this
mode has been examined by Sunada et al [140]. Four vortices are present: a primary
vortex at both the leading and trailing edges, and two smaller vortices. Tang et al [149]
performed computations both for the normal hovering mode and the leading edge trailing
edge switching mode, and found the latter to be beneficial at low Reynolds numbers. For
example, Tang et al [149] report a 38% increase in average lift with the leading edge
trailing edge switching mode compared to normal hovering at Re=100. Liu and Kawachi
[91] investigated this mode as one of their validation cases. Their investigation revealed
a primary leading edge vortex which grows throughout the stroke and sheds during the
flip. This vortex is responsible for force generation, with lift being greatest right after
shedding.
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2.6. CRITICAL POINT THEORY
Critical point theory was developed by Oswatitsch [110] and Lighthill [88] for
surface flows, but has been extended to wake flows and flows along symmetry planes
([115], [153], [177], and [178].) It is useful for analyzing flow features in CFD postprocessed images and also particle image velocimetry (PIV) images. Critical points arise
in systems of first order ordinary differential equations. The mathematical theory behind
critical points is derived by Chong et al [23] and Tobak and Peake [153], who derive a
pair of autonomous ordinary differential equations for velocity components near a
surface. Singular, or critical points, are points where skin friction or vorticity become
zero, or alternatively, where streamline slope is indeterminate. Local solutions to the
continuity and Navier-Stokes equations can be found as series expansions about singular
points. There are three main types of critical points, namely focus, node, and saddle.
Biffurcation lines, while obviously not points, are also used [177].
Critical points can be stable or unstable. They also have meanings for the flow in
their vicinity. Nodes occur where streamlines converge, and indicate separation (N-);
they also occur where streamlines diverge, and indicate attachment (N+). The negative
and positive superscripts are also referred to as stable and unstable, respectively. Saddle
points, S, are where streamlines intersect. Lines emanating from them, called
separatrices, separate one set of skin friction lines from another set; typically separated
are sets of skin friction lines emanating from neighboring nodes. The occurrence of a
saddle point is a necessary, but not sufficient, criteria for separation. Local, or open,
separation does not have a saddle point on the bifurcation line, while global, or closed,
separation does. Foci occur where there is an inward (F-) or outward (F+) swirling of
streamlines, meaning separation and attachment, respectively. Foci extend outward into
the fluid as a vortex filament; thus, foci imply vortices. If a focus occurs, a saddle point
also occurs. This allows for global separation, where a bifurcation line proceeds from a
saddle into a focus. Bifurcation lines are lines to which skin friction lines are asymptotic.
Positive bifurcation lines, BL+, indicate attachment with streamlines diverging from it.
Negative bifurcation lines, BL-, indicate streamlines merging to a single line and then
separating. See Figure 2-5 for sketches of these critical points.
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Figure 2-5: Critical points.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

This chapter details the experimental design used for this research. It begins with
the physical arrangement of the experiment and apparatus. Then, the technique of
particle image velocimetry (PIV) is explained and its setup is presented. The chapter
concludes with an explanation of flow visualization.

3.1. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The experiments presented herein were conducted in an aquarium filled with
deionized water. Resting on the top of this aquarium were mechanisms to move the
airfoil in a flapping motion or in a pitching motion. An aquarium, being glass walled,
innately allows excellent optical access. This characteristic was exploited for flow
visualization and particle image velocimetry experiments.
Figure 3-1 shows the arrangement used in these experiments. A Labview virtual
instrument (VI) was written to control the system. It instructs the stamping program to
begin, and fires the two PIV lasers. As the DC motor rotates the mechanism to flap or
plunge the wing, an encoder attached to that shaft sends a signal to the Labview interface
every degree and also an index pulse once per rotation. This was set manually to occur at
the left hand extreme of the motion. The rotation signal and laser trigger can be sent at
any time relative to the index pulse, allowing image acquisition at any point in the wing‟s
motion. It also allows for various types of flip, namely advanced, symmetric, or delayed
flip. A digital camera connected to a second computer then records image pairs for PIV
analysis.
Computer 1 possesses Labview and a BASIC Stamp program called StampW.
These programs control the timing of the experiment. Labview sends a signal to the
servo, which controls pitching, and also to the delay generator, which controls the
duration of, and separation between, laser pulses. StampW controls that pitching servo.
Various angles of attack can be obtained by altering this program. A DC power supply
drives the DC motor responsible for flapping and plunging the airfoil. Finally, a
scientific grade megapixel camera, connected to computer 2 and controlled by the image
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acquisition program Epix, can be used for particle image velocity and for flow
visualization.
A mechanism to perform a plunging and pitching motion was designed and
appears in Figure 3-2, along with the flapping mechanism that it replaces. The plunging
mechanism produces a symmetric, sinusoidal harmonic motion, whereas the flapping
mechanism does not. Nonsinusoidal wing trajectories can produce higher thrust than
sinusoidal trajectories [69], but are not considered here. The flapping mechanism is a
two bar mechanism, and the plunging mechanism is a Scotch yoke mechanism.
Appendix A contains blueprints for the plunging mechanism.
Reduced frequency was adjusted by means of the selectable lengths available on
the two mechanisms. The flapping mechanism has three holes about which the bar
connecting the wing to the connecting rod can pivot, as is visible in Figure 3-2. This
mechanism‟s reduced frequency range is from 0.09 to 0.19, but was found to be
unreliable with the larger wings. The plunging mechanism has a much larger reduced
frequency range, 0.1 to 0.47. The plunging mechanism has five holes on the wheel
allowing for several horizontal lengths of travel. There is an inverse relationship between
travel distance and reduced frequency, so the shorter radii correspond to higher reduced
frequencies. The three equations below define these experimental parameters, where U
is the average velocity, S is the distance swept by the wing in meters, f is the flapping
frequency in Hz, c is chord length in meters, and ν is the coefficient of kinematic
viscosity in m2/s.
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The working medium was water to allow a much lower Reynolds number than
would be possible with air. Four thin, flat plate wings were cut out of 2mm thick Lexan
and were used in this investigation. Two are rectangular in planform, and the other two
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have a semi-elliptical planform. Each of the two pairs consists of one with a smaller,
50mm chord, and one with a larger, 75mm chord. All four wings have a 150mm span.
Thus, the aspect ratios are three for the smaller chord and two for the larger chord wings.
These wings are shown in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4, where the two holes at the root of
each wing allow attachment to a rod that connects it to the servo motor responsible for
pitching. This servo motor is mounted on a chassis, which is then connected to the
flapping or plunging mechanism.

Figure 3-1: Experimental arrangement.

Figure 3-2: Flapping (left) and plunging (right) mechanisms.
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Figure 3-3: The four wings used in the experimental work.

Figure 3-4: Drafts of the four wings used.

The figures below explain the terminology of a wing, the wing‟s motion, and its
related coordinate system. A wing has a leading and trailing edge, a root and a tip.
Cambered wings are curved, as shown in the figure, whereas non-cambered wings are flat
plates. Chord is the dimension in freestream dimension, and span is perpendicular to it.
As a wing plunges or flaps towards one extreme point of its motion, it maintains a
constant angle of attack prior to flipping, which is a pitching motion. The wing then
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reverses and flaps or plunges towards the other extreme point of its motion where it flips
again. This flip can occur in advance of, symmetric with, or delayed until after motion
reversal. The flapping images here use delayed flip, whereas the plunging images use
symmetric flip.

Figure 3-5: Wing terminology.

Figure 3-6: Wing motion, flapping or plunging and symmetric pitching.
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Figure 3-7: Coordinate system.

Since the Labview program is key to these experiments, a word on its operation is
warranted. This program‟s front panel appears in Figure 3-8, and controls most of the
parameters for these experiments. The absolute frequency at which the wing flaps or
plunges is input into the Labview program. The most important of these timing
parameters is the initial delay for the servomotor, the time between the pitching pulse and
activating the servomotor. There is an identical time parameter for the PIV system,
which sends a trigger pulse at a certain time after the index pulse. Adjustment of this
number allows images to be acquired at any point in the airfoil‟s motion. Also, the
Labview program produces a certain number of pulses for the servomotor responsible for
pitching the wing.
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Figure 3-8: Labview experimental interface.

The remainder of this chapter details the background necessary to comprehend
these experimental techniques and the methodology for the experimental methods used
herein: particle image velocimetry and flow visualization.

3.2. PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY: BACKGROUND
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is an incredibly important technique in
experimental fluid mechanics. The first use of this term was by Adrian in 1984 [1]. This
technique, as well as many other experimental fluid mechanics techniques, is well
described in the textbook edited by Goldstein [51]. It is also the subject of an entire book
[119]. Adrian [4] has also written a recent review article on the subject. Digital particle
image velocimetry, or DPIV, its operation and its advantagesover PIV are described by
Willert and Gharib [175] and illustrated with the example of a vortex ring.
The technique itself is conceptually simple: finding velocity vectors from
displacement vectors and the time interval between them. However, PIV in practice is
not so simple, as it involves several pieces of expensive equipment and software, has
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optics to be aligned, seeding density to be optimized, and some kind of correlation used
to determine displacement vectors. The basics of PIV are described here in this section,
and a diagram of a typical system is provided in the next section, along with a description
of the setup used in this research.
Essentially, a PIV system consists of particles (markers) seeded into the flow,
which are illuminated and imaged at two times. Since the marker particles are moving, a
finite exposure time image of them will result in a streak corresponding to the particle's
motion in that finite time. Thus, the exposure time must be short. Marker particles must
be small in order to accurately follow the flow, and this results in low reflected light
brightness. Both of these characteristics necessitate a light source that is intensely bright
and emits in a short period of time, usually a laser. Two conflicting effects [5] determine
the optimal particle size: it is easier to detect large particles, but displacement
measurement accuracy improves with decreasing particle size. Two lasers whose light is
converted into a plane provide this illumination. A camera is placed perpendicular to that
plane, thus allowing displacement in two dimensions along the plane to be determined.
PIV image analysis begins by dividing the image into small areas called
interrogation spots. These areas are analyzed with cross correlation and a displacement
vector, corresponding to the correlation peak, is calculated for each area. Velocity
vectors then come from the displacement of these particles divided by the time between
the images.
Image density is the parameter that defines the type of PIV being used, namely
autocorrelation for low image density and cross correlation for high image density.
Image density is given by

N I  Cz 0

 d I2
4M 2

(14)

where NI is image density, C is the particle concentration (number of particles divided by
volume), z 0 is the depth of the light sheet, dI is the interrogation spot diameter on the
image plane, and M is the camera‟s magnification. Low image density PIV occurs when
NI is much less than one, and high image density PIV occurs when NI is at least ten or
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twenty. Since in low image density PIV the odds of finding two or more particles in the
same interrogation spot are remote, the two particle images in a double exposure must be
of the same particle at the two different times. If three or more images occur in the
interrogation spot, it is ignored. Displacement vectors come naturally, and so does
velocity. However, this ease comes at the price of few randomly located vectors in the
flow: less velocity information is present. Faulty velocity vectors also occur and can be
removed by post-interrogation.
High image density PIV has the opposite of the advantages and disadvantages in
low image density PIV. Here, velocity vector determination is much more complicated,
but it results in more information. Since many particle images occur in each
interrogation spot, a statistical technique called cross correlation must be used to
determine the displacement vector that will translates the first set of particle images to be
coincident with the second set. This correlation is defined by
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where s is the separation vector and I is interrogation spot‟s image intensity. Three peaks


result from this analysis. The first is when s is zero, meaning that the each image


correlates with itself. Then, there are two other smaller peaks at a displacement of  X ,
which represents the first image correlating with the second, and the second image
correlating with the first. Keane and Adrian [72] discuss the advantages of cross
correlation over auto-correlation and provide parameters for optimal performance. After
determining the centroid of the positive correlation peaks, the velocity is computed from
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where  is a velocity estimate,  D is the centroid of the positive correlation peaks, and
M is magnification. This then yields a volume averaged velocity in the interrogation
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spot. A commercially available program, PIVview [119], was used in this research to
perform cross correlation.
Keane and Adrian [71] provide optimal parameters for a typical PIV system. At
least 15 particles should appear in each interrogation spot. The ratio of the highest to the
second highest correlation peak should be between 1.2 and 1.5. Particle displacements
should not exceed one quarter of the interrogation spot width. To ameliorate threedimensional effects, the displacement perpendicular to the light sheet should not exceed
one quarter of the light sheet width.

3.3. PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY: EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Figure 3-9 shows the optics associated with the PIV system, and it is a standard
optical arrangement. Figure 3-10 is a ray diagram of the laser‟s optics and also indicates
the illuminated area. The lasers used here are frequency doubled Nd:YAG operating at
532 nm and 1064 nm, 170 mJ/pulse at 532nm. Partially reflective mirrors reflect the
visible light (532 nm,) and infrared absorbers absorb the 1,064 nm light. The visible laser
beams are converted into a light sheet 0.1mm thick by a cylindrical lens. By rotating this
lens, this system can illuminate either a spanwise plane or a chordwise plane, as shown in
Figure 3-11. When the cylindrical lens is horizontal, a vertical light sheet is
formed, and vice versa. All PIV and flow visualization images here used a horizontal
light sheet reflecting light down to a mirror. A camera placed in front of the mirror
records images as if the observer were looking from the bottom upwards to the horizontal
imaging plane. Further focusing of the light sheet is accomplished by a convex spherical
lens. A plane mirror mounted underneath the aquarium reflects light from the horizontal
illumination plane to the camera. Figure 3-12 shows how the laser light sheet intersects
the wing at different spanwise locations throughout the flap, a problem not encountered
with plunging motion. Timing for the laser pulses (and attendant image acquisitions) is
controlled by a delay generator according to Table 3-1. In that table, T is external trigger
from LabVIEW. Adjusting these parameters allows for different separations between
laser pulses and images.
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Proper seeding is important for PIV, with the recommendation to have at least 20
particles in each interrogation window. Silver coated microspheres are the seed material
used here. They are neutrally buoyant, small, and highly reflective. Images are acquired
by a Kodak Megaplus Camera Model ES 1.0, operating in triggered double exposure.
Images can be acquired with time separations as little at 5 μs, although 100 μs was used
here. Images can be taken at any time relative to the encoder‟s index pulse, thus allowing
for phase-locked measurements. Images were acquired by an EPIV XCAP Lite v2.2
program, and are exported as tiff files for processing in PIVview.
The PIVview software used in this research has many options to control the
process. The first of these is selecting the interrogation spots, their size and overlap.
Smaller interrogation spots yield higher resolution, but at the cost of less displacement
information in the cross correlation. Larger interrogation spots have the opposite
situation: lower resolution, but better correlation. Three cross correlation algorithms are
available: standard single pass interrogation, multi pass interrogation, and multi grid
interrogation. The standard algorithm performs the cross correlation analysis once. The
multi pass algorithm performs cross correlation an adjustable number of times utilizing
pixel shifting. This technique shifts the interrogation spots by the previous passes
displacement vector to reduce the number of particles that exit the interrogation spot and
thereby increase correlation. Multi grid interrogation, which also uses pixel shifting, first
evaluates the image pairs with large interrogation spots and then reduces their size.
Typically, a 32X32 grid with 50% overlap was used here.
Several options also exist for peak detection, but the standard three point
Gaussian fit was used here. Peak detection is necessary for outliers, vectors that do not
fit the expected pattern. A vector is determined to be an outlier if its velocity is too large
or if it substantially differs from its neighbors. Such a vector can then be replaced by an
interpolation of neighboring vectors or by a different correlation peak for that
interrogation spot. Displacement error is estimated to be around 5%.
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Figure 3-9: PIV optics.

Figure 3-10: Ray diagram and imaging area.
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Figure 3-11: Illumination planes: spanwise on left, chordwise on right.

Figure 3-12: Laser light sheet intersects wing at different spanwise locations.

Table 3-1: Timing parameters.
Channel

Timing

Device

A

A = T + 20 µs

Laser 1 lamp trigger

B

B = A + 5 ms

Laser 2 lamp trigger

C

C = A + 200 µs

Laser 1 Q switch

D

D = B + 200 µs

Laser 2 Q switch

3.4. FLOW VISUALIZATION
Quantitative and qualitative flow visualization in water is mostly performed by
either of two methods, hydrogen bubble formation and dye injection [51]. A wire in a
DC circuit forms hydrogen bubbles, and these bubbles then follow the flow field. The
wire should be small, such as a 50 µm platinum wire, and is the cathode, or negative
terminal. A graphite rod inserted into the water is the anode, or positive terminal.
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Hydrogen bubbles are formed at the cathode, and oxygen bubbles are formed at the
anode. The addition of a small amount of an impurity promotes bubble formation. 0.15
g of Na2SO4 per liter of water was found to be sufficient [51]. Bubble sizes are small
enough to allow buoyancy to be neglected. This technique dates to Geller published in
1955 [50], and much of the important early work was conducted at ONERA [49]. Dye
can be injected into a flow by bottles of dye, which are usually pressurized by nitrogen
canisters. However, the injection velocity must match the flow velocity to ensure a stable
dye filament and avoid disturbing the flow. If dye is injected at an object‟s surface, there
must be no velocity normal to that object‟s surface. Otherwise, the boundary layer will
be disturbed.
Once dye is injected or hydrogen bubbles are formed, images are taken with a
camera and a light source. Such a system is less complicated than PIV since lasers are
not required, nor is post processing required to reveal qualitative flow information.
Lasers can, however, be used to illuminate a plane in the flow. Using inexpensive and
readily available equipment, quantitative information can be obtained from both
hydrogen bubble and dye injection flow visualization [106].
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4. RESULTS

The results chapter is divided into three main sections. The first of these is CFD
of low Reynolds number (Rec = 500) stationary wings at constant angle of attack. The
second main section contains results from the experimental work, PIV for both flapping
and plunging, and flow visualization for the plunging motion. The final main section in
this chapter discusses dynamic mesh CFD for a flapping wing.

4.1. LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER, STATIONARY WING, CFD
This section discusses the work presented in references [144] and [145]. It is
divided into four subsections. First, the simulation parameters are defined, and then force
results are presented. The third subsection is streamlines, and the final subsection
contains surface streamtraces investigated with critical point theory.
4.1.1. Simulation Details. In this section, the effects of angle-of-attack and
camber and planform shape on the aerodynamics of thin wings of uniform thickness are
investigated. Thing wings were chosen because insect wings tend to be thin and have
sharp leading and trailing edges. Thus, it is hypothesized that they will perform better
than conventional or elliptic cross section wings at low Reynolds numbers and high
angles of attack.
Four wings were investigated here. Two of the wings have a rectangular
planform, one without camber and one with camber. The other two have a semi-elliptical
planform, one without and one with camber. All four wings have the same chord, span,
and thickness, and the two cambered wings have circular arc sections and the same
amount of camber. The geometric parameters are: 15cm length, 5cm chord, 0.05cm
thickness, and 0.125cm camber, with an aspect ratio of 3 for the rectangular wings, 3.82
for the semi-ellipse wings. The wings have sharp leading and trailing edges and are
unswept. The computational domain housing these wings consists of a small hemisphere,
with 20cm radius and higher grid density, inside a larger hemisphere, with 80cm radius
and a lower grid density. The base plane of the computational domain is a symmetry
plane.
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Grids were generated for all four wings to be as similar as possible. A triangular
surface mesh was used on three of the four wings, but a quadrilateral surface mesh was
sufficient for the non-cambered, rectangular wing. This change in mesh type was
determined to not affect the results. From this surface mesh, tetrahedral volume meshes
were created. Between approximately 850,000 and 900,000 cells were generated for all
four wings. The grids were of high quality and results were grid independent. Forces
computed with a grid with an additional 50% as many cells differed from the original
grid by less than one percent. Also, single precision and first order algorithm were found
to be satisfactory. Figures Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 show the computational domain
including the inflow and outflow surfaces and symmetry plane. The surface mesh on the
cambered semi-ellipse wing and the inner portion of the symmetry plane appears in
Figure 4-3 and the surface mesh on the cambered rectangular wing appears in Figure 4-4.
All four wings are included in Figure 4-5. Chord is in the x direction, as is the freestream
flow. Span in the y direction, and camber in the z direction. The xz plane is a symmetry
plane. The –x half of the hemispherical surface is set to be inflow, and the +x half is
outflow (Figure 4-2).

Figure 4-1: Cross section of computational domain, showing the wing and circular base
surfaces.
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Figure 4-2: Hemispherical computational domain, showing the wing and circular base
surfaces. The circular arc divides the hemispherical surface into inflow and outflow
boundaries.

Figure 4-3: Semi-ellipse cambered wing and inner portion of meshed symmetry
boundary.
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Figure 4-4: Triangular surface mesh on rectangular cambered wing.

Figure 4-5: Surface meshes on all four wings: rectangular, without and with camber,
semi-ellipse, without and with camber.

The simulations reported in this section used the commercially available flow
solver FLUENT [44]. Reference [62] describes the pertinent features of this flow solver.
That reference also established the success of a mesh like those used here to analyze
laminar flow problems at this present low Reynolds number. Young et al [182], in a
dynamic mesh study of a flapping wing at Reynolds numbers from 100 to 50,000, found
turbulence to have no effect. Flow separation is fixed to the sharp leading edge, and is
not affected by turbulence. Similarly, the two-dimensional CFD study by Kunz and Kroo
[75] employed a laminar, steady solver. However, they note that unsteady trailing edge
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separation degrades convergence at Re = 1,000. The residuals and force coefficients
were monitored during the runs to determine the number of time steps to be used. The
presented results are for flow times of approximately 50 seconds, which was found to be
sufficient for the solution to reach either steady or quasisteady state. Figure 4-6
illustrates the meaning of steady state force production. All subsequent data were
acquired at a peak in this cycle. The frequency of these oscillations ranges from 0.34 Hz
at = 35o to 0.26 Hz at = 45o, with a typical amplitude of 0.02.

Figure 4-6: Quasi-steady state force production.

Our computational technique has been validated by comparing computed data to
two dimensional cylinder flow and two data sets. For the cylinder flow, we compute CD
= 1.17, which is in excellent agreement with the correlation presented by White [173],
where CD = 1.16. The first data set is from the 3D experimental study of Sunada et al
[142], where a non-cambered rectangular wing of aspect ratio of 7 was dragged through a
water tank at Re = 4,000. They report experimental error of no more than 8% in CL and
CD. The second set is from the 2D computational work of Kunz and Kroo [75], which
includes the drag polar for a NACA 0002 airfoil at Re = 1,000. Computed results were
generated using the procedure described above, and Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 show this
comparison. Agreement is generally good, and is better for drag than for lift. Minor
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differences in grid generation, and the use of the steady flow assumption in my
simulations, are assumed responsible for these discrepancies. Those problems will not
arise in the results presented here, since a grid study was conducted and the unsteady
flow solver was used.

Table 4-1: Comparison to Sunada et al [142].
α, o

CL
From

CD
Computed

Ref.

%

From

Difference

Ref.

Computed

%
Difference

15

0.87

0.84

3.4

0.28

0.29

3.6

20

0.90

0.90

0

0.37

0.38

2.7

Table 4-2: Comparison to Kunz and Kroo [75].
α, o

CL

CD

From Ref. Computed

%

From Ref. Computed

Difference

%
Difference

0

0.00

0.00

0

0.10

0.10

0

2

0.18

0.17

5.6

0.10

0.10

0

4

0.34

0.30

12

0.11

0.11

0

8

0.55

0.53

3.6

0.13

0.13

0

4.1.2. Force Production. Figure 4-7 is a drag polar and shows lift and drag
coefficients as functions of α for all four wings. However, it may be easier to see trends
from Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9, where coefficients of lift and drag are shown directly as
functions of angle of attack. Moment coefficient about the quarter chord is plotted in
Figure 4-10, and in Figure 4-11 for low angle of attack. Figure 4-12 plots the pressure
coefficient at α = 10o. Lift coefficient peaks at α = 20o for all wings except the noncambered rectangular wing which peaks at α = 40o. A lift peak at 20 o has been
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postulated in our research group‟s previous work ([60], [61], [62], and [63]) as the angle
at which vortices preferentially shed, thus explaining the lift peak at that angle. Lift then
decreases after this peak to its value at α = 30o. However, the behavior above this angle
of attack differs for the different wings. CL continues to decrease for both semi-ellipse
wings, while CL increases for the rectangular wings from α = 30o to α = 40o and then
decreases beyond α = 40o. There is more similarity in drag polar behavior between wings
of the same planform than wings of the same cambering. This indicates that planform
shape is a more dominant factor than camber for the wings considered in this study.
Coefficient of moment decreases with angle of attack, but at the highest angles of attack,
it decreases much less for the rectangular wings than for the semi-ellipse wings. After
stall, wings generally experience a decrease in moment coefficient. Moment coefficient
does not show the typical trend at high Reynolds number, where the moment coefficient
about the quarter chord is constant until stall. At low Reynolds numbers, the moment
coefficient increases in magnitude.
Two possible explanations for the force peak and subsequent behavior are
proposed. Vortex shedding occurs at 20o angle of attack and causes additional lift, hence
the peak at this angle. Vortices have shed above this maximum lift angle and no longer
contribute to increase lift. The second possible explanation is similar to that of Selig
[131] and involves the laminar separation bubble. Airfoils at low Reynolds numbers and
high angles of attack have a large, laminar separation bubble on their suction surface.
This bubble causes the resultant force vector to be nearly perpendicular to the wing at
low Reynolds numbers. This vector tilts aft as α increases, thereby decreasing the
vertical component (lift) and increasing the horizontal component (drag.) As α increases,
the laminar separation bubble moves toward the leading edge and grows larger, which
increases lift and also drag. When a certain angle of attack is reached, the bubble bursts
and the wing stalls. As α increases beyond this value, the lift coefficient would decrease.
Two other predictable trends are visible. A cambered wing has more lift and
more drag at the same angle of attack than a non-cambered wing, as the zero lift point is
shifted for the cambered wing. Thus, the CL peak for the cambered wing is greater than
that for the non-cambered wing. Also, cambered wings develop lift even at α = 0o, but
the non-cambered wing has no lift at α = 0o.
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Figure 4-7: Drag polar for non-cambered and cambered rectangular wings. Rec=500.
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Figure 4-8: Lift coefficient curve.
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Figure 4-9: Drag coefficient curve.
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Figure 4-10: Moment coefficient about quarter-chord.

Figure 4-11: Moment coefficient for a 3D plate, 2D plate, and 2D airfoil at Re=500.
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Figure 4-12: Pressure coefficient for flat plate at Rec=500, α =10o. Red is suction surface,
black is pressure surface.

The lowest Reynolds number found in the literature is 1,000, in a paper by Kunz
and Kroo [75], and it is to this work that comparisons are made. However, since their
study was two dimensional and limited to low angles of attack, additional 2D cases were
run at Rec=500. As expected, lift coefficient is smaller and drag coefficient is larger at
the lower Reynolds number than at the higher Reynolds number, as expected. For
example, Kunz and Kroo report CD=0.0998, while the value we computed for a 2D airfoil
of the same chord and thickness as the wings in this study is CD=0.162 at α=0o. Also, CL
at α=8o is 0.553 at Rec=1,000, but CL=0.523 at Rec=500. Kunz and Kroo [75] note the
large drag and low lift to drag ratios, orders of magnitude different from high Reynolds
number results. Two drag polars are presented at Re=1,000 in Kunz and Kroo [75]. Lift
coefficient plateaus around α =10o, as evident in their Figure 2, much lower than the
value here. Flow visualizations shown later in this chapter reveal substantial separation
for all angles of attack above 10o. Table 4-3 shows force and moment coefficients at Rec
= 500 and Rec = 5,000. Coefficient of lift and drag are both higher at the lower Reynolds
number.
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Table 4-3: Force and moment coefficients at two Reynolds numbers.
Rec

α = 0o

α = 45o

500

CL = 0.000

CD = 0.196

CM = -0.001

CL = 0.845

CD = 0.649

CM = -0.101

5,000

CL = 0.0016

CD = 0.0627

CM = -0.001

CL = 0.544

CD = 0.574

CM = -0.115

4.1.3. Flow Features. The figures in this subsection show streamlines for flow
over the four wings studied. Some trends are present for all wings, such as the tip vortex
and spiral vortex, and there are some features apparent in only one of the wings. These
flow features are discussed below.
Figure 4-13 through Figure 4-16 show a top view of the flow over the four wings
at seven angles of attack: 0o, 10o, 20o, 30o, 35o, 40o, and 45o (labeled a – g, respectively).
Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 are for the rectangular wings, without and with camber
respectively, and Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16 are their semi-ellipse counterparts.
Corresponding streamline patterns in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 for the rectangular
wings, and Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16 for the semi-ellipse wings can be used to
determine the effect of camber on the flow field. Since they are substantial similar, the
qualitative effect of this amount of camber on streamlines is small. At α = 0o without
camber (Figure 4-13a and Figure 4-15a) the streamlines are not perceptible altered in the
view shown, and are only slightly disturbed with camber (Figure 4-14a and Figure
4-16a). Streamlines proceed straight aft of the wing forming a sheer without any
spanwise curvature. At  = 10o (Figure 4-13b - Figure 4-16b), only a minor tip vortex is
present, but it becomes prominent beginning at  = 20o (Figure 4-13c - Figure 4-16c). As
 increases beyond this value, the tip vortex becomes steadily more prominent. The tip
vortex curves the streamline sheet aft of the wing tip. Figure 4-13c and d without
camber, and also Figure 4-14c and d with camber, show streamline curvature at the
wing‟s root near the symmetry plane, indicating a spanwise variation. For the two
rectangular wings, a spiral vortex forms at the tip; however, for the two semi-ellipse
wings, a spiral vortex originates from the wing‟s root. Substantial vortices, which
dominate large portions of the flow, form at angles of attack of 30o and higher. A spiral
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vortex forms on every wing except the cambered rectangular wing above 35o, where it
did not form until 40o. Thus, camber enhances flow attachment and delays development
of that vortex. Kunz and Kroo [75] also report the benefits of camber, and show camber
promotes attachment.
Reversed flow, flow directed against the freestream, is present in the spiral vortex
close to the wing‟s suction surface. The spiral vortex forms from the tip in both of the
rectangular wings, and in the non-cambered semi-ellipse at 45o. However, it forms from
the root in the non-cambered semi-ellipse at α =35o and 40o, and in the cambered semiellipse at α = 35o, 40o and 45o. This could indicate transverse flow from root to tip, and
also indicates the importance of shape and camber. A spiral vortex is conspicuously
absent on the cambered semi-ellipse wing at α = 45o. An explanation for this is not
immediately apparent.
Flow features we referred to as dead fluid regions in previous work [144], regions
with few or no streamlines, also appear at and above 35o. At 45o, it extends for the
majority of the wing‟s span. However, as illustrated by Figure 4-17, these regions have
been erroneously identified as dead fluid regions in the previous work [144]. While it is
true that streamlines released from the points used to create these previous images do not
go through those regions, streamlines originating from other areas, like those in Figure
4-17, do traverse those regions. These low streamline density regions with highly threedimensional flow features are caused by the tip vortex lifting streamlines up above the
wing and transporting them rootward. This is also responsible for sending many
streamlines over to, and compressing them up against, the symmetry plane. Substantial
spanwise flow is thus present toward the symmetry plane at higher angles of attack for
these fixed wing cases. Also present in Figure 4-17 is an interesting flow feature near the
root just aft of the leading edge. Here, the flow is reversed, and forms a spiral vortex
from the root in the semi-ellipse wings. Taira and Colonius [147] also report a leading
edge vortex which separates as a hairpin vortex and interacts with the tip vortex.
However, the behavior of the spiral vortex is quite different from that shown above when
the wing is not stationary, but undergoing complex motions such as flapping and
pitching. This is discussed by Isaac et al [61], and later in this chapter.
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Kunz and Kroo [75] provide a few figures of numeric streamlines. Trailing edge
separation is apparent in them, and it occurs at higher angles of attack at lower Reynolds
numbers. Their Figure 10 indicates a backwards S-shaped feature, where flow near the
trailing edge is initially in the free-stream direction, reverses direction, and then returns to
the free-stream direction. This is quite similar to some of the streamtraces along the
symmetry plane in Figure 4-17. Figure 4-18 shows strealimes for the non-cambered
rectangular wing at α = 45o for both Rec = 500 and 5,000. The spiral vortex is present but
much smaller at the higher Reynolds number, as is the reversed flow region. Both trends
are as anticipated.
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Figure 4-13: Streamlines for non-cambered rectangular wing viewed from top along a
direction between the x and z axes. Axis is for orientation purposes. Flow is from top to
bottom, tip is left and root is right. Beginning at top left, α = 0o, 10o, 20o, 30o, 35o, 40o,
and 45o.
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Figure 4-14: Streamlines for cambered rectangular wing. Viewing direction is same as in
Figure 4-13. Axis is for orientation purposes. Flow is from top to bottom, tip is left and
root is right. Beginning at top left, α = 0o, 10o, 20o, 30o, 35o, 40o, and 45o.
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Figure 4-15: Streamlines for non-cambered semi-ellipse wing. Viewing direction is same
as in Figure 4-13. Axis is for orientation purposes. Flow is from top to bottom, tip is left
and root is right. Beginning at top left, α = 0o, 10o, 20o, 30o, 35o, 40o, and 45o.
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Figure 4-16: Streamlines for cambered semi-ellipse wing. Viewing is direction same as
in Figure 4-13. Axis is for orientation purposes. Flow is from top to bottom, tip is left
and root is right. Beginning at top left, α = 0o, 10o, 20o, 30o, 35o, 40o, and 45o.
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Figure 4-17: Non-cambered rectangular wing, cambered rectangle, non-cambered semiellipse, and cambered semi-ellipse, α = 45o.
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Figure 4-18: Streamlines at Rec = 500 (left) and 5,000 (right.)

4.1.4. Surface Streamtraces. Surface streamtraces were prepared for both
the suction and pressure surfaces of all four wings at all seven angles of attack. However,
pressure surface streamtraces are not shown here. They are quite similar for all four
wings and only reveal a single flow feature. Streamtraces curve toward the tip, thus
indicating that the tip vortex becomes increasingly powerful as angle of attack increases.
It is possible to correlate features visible in these surface streamtraces, Figure 4-19
through Figure 4-22, to flow features visible in the previous streamline plots, Figure 4-13
through Figure 4-16. Surface streamtraces are often more complicated than near wake
streamtraces, especially when separation occurs.
Figure 4-19 through Figure 4-22 show suction surface streamtraces for the
noncambered rectangular wing, cambered rectangular wing, noncambered semi-ellipse
wing, and cambered semi-ellipse wing, respectively. In all four figures, streamtraces are
parallel at = 0o, but show a curve near the tip at =10o. This streamtrace deflection
near the tip is more pronounced for the rectangular wings, indicating that the tip vortices
are stronger on rectangular wings. This trend is also shown in the streamline plots of
Figure 4-13 through Figure 4-16. At and above =20o, the surface streamtrace patterns
become more interesting. A small series of circular lines indicating a small recirculation
region is apparent at 20o near the root at the trailing edge for the semi-ellipse wings,
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Figure 4-21c and Figure 4-22c. This is an earlier indication of the root vortex that
develops on the semi-ellipse wings at higher angles of attack, as in Figure 4-15e and
Figure 4-16e. The rectangular wings also show a similar swirling pattern possibly
indicative of vortices in the rootward half of the suction surface.
A noticeable change is present in the surface stream trace topology between 20o
and 30o. The patterns are more complex at 20o than at 30o, possibly because 20o is a
biurcation value separating the low angle of attack solution and the high angle of attack
vortex dominated solution. Figure 4-13c, at 20o, shows streamline curvature near the root
and tip, and its corresponding surface streamtraces in Figure 4-19c show a very complex
vortex structure. This trend is echoed in Figure 4-15c and Figure 4-21c for noncambered semi-ellipse wings at  = 20o. However, the streamtraces have fewer features
for the cambered wing at 20o, because camber promotes attachment.
Lines of flow separation at the leading edge are apparent in all four wings at 30o,
but reattachment is different for the two planform shapes. Reattachment occurs at 35o in
the rectangular wings, as in Figure 4-19e and Figure 4-20e. However, in the semi-ellipse
wings of Figure 4-21g and Figure 4-22g, reattachment does not occur until 45o. Also
apparent in all of the figures at 30o is a circular feature near the tip. This is an unstable
focus in the terminology of critical point theory, and represents a vortex near the tip.
Another critical point, a saddle point, exists near the trailing edge of the rectangular
wings at spanwise locations ranging between one quarter and two fifths span from the
root in all four wings at and above 35o. This is particularly clear in Figure 4-19f,
where surface streamtraces can be seen to converge to it. Streamtraces right of the point
of convergence veer to the right and the streamtraces left of it veer to the left. Saddle
points suggest spanwise variation of flow features. A saddle point also exists for the
semi-ellipse wings in the same region, but the topology is different. Instead of
streamtraces converging, surface streamtraces seem to originate from a point near the
root at the trailing edge and spread out over a substantial portion of the wing‟s surface for
the 30o through 40o cases. This is best shown in Figure 4-22e, and is most likely
attributable to the vortex that grows from the root on the semi-ellipse wings. This
rootward region is clearly separated from the region closer to the tip where the
streamlines are more nearly parallel.
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Vortex pairing is evident by comparing the wake vortices in Figure 4-13 through
Figure 4-16 to the surface streamtraces in Figure 4-19 through Figure 4-22. These
streamline figures do not show vortices shedding as in the two-dimensional cases where
vortex shedding causes unsteady lift generation. These vortices instead remain bound to
the surface. Their structure is complex and depends on the angle of attack. A wake
vortex with a highly complex structure is visible, rather than the coalescence into a well
defined tip vortex. The wake vortices axis is curved, and it breaks down fast.

Figure 4-19: Suction surface streamtraces for non-cambered rectangular wing. Flow is
from top to bottom, tip is left and root is right. Beginning at top left, α = 0o, 10o, 20o, 30o,
35o, 40o, and 45o. Colors indicate shear stress.
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Figure 4-20: Suction surface streamtraces for cambered rectangular wing. Flow is from
top to bottom, tip is left and root is right. Beginning at top left, α = 0o, 10o, 20o, 30o, 35o,
40o, and 45o. Colors indicate shear stress.

Figure 4-21: Suction surface streamtraces for non-cambered semi-ellipse wing. Flow is
from top to bottom, tip is left and root is right. Beginning at top left, α = 0o, 10o, 20o, 30o,
35o, 40o, and 45o. Colors indicate shear stress.
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Figure 4-22: Suction surface streamtraces for cambered semi-ellipse wing. Flow is from
top to bottom, tip is left and root is right. Beginning at top left, α = 0o, 10o, 20o, 30o, 35o,
40o, and 45o. Colors indicate shear stress.

Surface streamlines can be analyzed using critical point theory to extract flow
features ([153], [115], [177].) One case has been selected for this analysis, the surface
streamtraces for the non-cambered, rectangular wing,  = 35o in Figure 4-19e. Important
streamtraces are traced in Figure 4-23. Two bifurcation lines are present: one near the
leading edge where flow separates, and one near the trailing edge where flow reattaches.
These are labeled BL- and BL+, respectively. A saddle point, represented by the letter S,
is present on the reattachment bifurcation line BL+. The unstable focus point from which
streamlines spiral outward, mentioned previously, can be seen near the wing tip. A
similar procedure of sketching streamtraces and determining critical points can be
performed for the other surface streamtraces shown in Figure 4-19 through Figure 4-22,
as was done in Figure 4-23. However, many of these other cases, especially those in
Figure 4-19c and Figure 4-21c, for the non-cambered wings at  = 20o, are quite
complicated. This angle of attack is a transition of the flow after which the leading edge
vortex begins to form. Surface streamtraces are not as complex for the two cambered
wings because camber has already been shows to promote attachment. This can now be
extended to indicate that camber causes a smoother transition to vortex-dominated flow.
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Figure 4-23: Topological features of the surface flow extracted from the streamtraces in
Figure 4-19e. Axes and wing orientation are as in that figure.

Several general observations regarding the results can be made: at  = 20o, there
is no strong vortex on the leeward surface. The surface streamline pattern shows some
waviness probably due to the growing spanwise instability, which indicates a transition to
vortex dominated flow. This transition is also manifested in the drag polars (Figure 4-7)
which show a CL maximum at α ≈ 20o. At  = 35o the flow pattern on the suction surface
has become more complex. A wake vortex is present on this surface, and the streamlines
in this vortex are tightly packed. The vortex seems to break down somewhere between
the tip and the root, with the breakdown occurring closer to the tip at higher angles of
attack. There is a slight spiraling of the vortex visible in the surface streamtraces toward
the wing tip, and the streamlines originating from this vortex merge with the tip vortex
evolving into the wake vortex present in Figure 4-13 through Figure 4-16.

4.2. FLAPPING AND PLUNGING EXPERIMENTS
This section consists of two subsections, the first on flapping wing PIV and the
second on plunging wing PIV and hydrogen bubble flow visualization. Most of this
material is as presented in reference [143].
4.2.1. Flapping PIV. The flapping motion‟s base case uses the 50mm chord
semi-ellipse wing at α = 25o, and the higher of the two available reduced frequencies. To
determine the effect of reduced frequency, a set of images was acquired at a lower
reduced frequency for the same wing and same α. Then, a rectangular wing of the same
size was investigated under the same conditions as the base case. Finally, an angle of
attack experiment was performed. In it, several angles of attack were investigated under
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the same conditions as the base case. All of the flapping results presented here are for
delayed flip. Table 4-4 shows the parameters for the flapping experiment.

Table 4-4: Flapping Experimental Parameters.
Middle Pivot

Lowest Pivot

50mm chord

75mm chord

50mm chord

75mm chord

Uaverage, m/s

0.16

0.16

0.11

0.11

Re

8,000

12,000

5,700

8,600

k

0.091

0.14

0.13

0.19

ψ, deg

61.8

61.8
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As mentioned in Section 3.3, the flapping wing moves with respect to the PIV
system‟s imaging plane. This illustrates a problem inherent in all flapping wing PIV
systems. As the wing rotates, a different spanwise location is viewed at the imaging
plane. Thus, images at two different times in the flapping period will be at two different
spanwise locations. For non-rectangular wings, this means the chord length at that
location will also be different. The wing can even rotate completely out of the imaging
plane. Plunging solves these problems by keeping the same spanwise location of the
wing exposed to the imaging plane at all times. The wing will never rotate out of the
imaging plane.
Figure 4-24 shows instantaneous velocity vectors for the base flapping case,
namely the 50mm chord semi-ellipse wing, at α = 25o, and reduced frequency k = 0.13.
These four images, parts A through D, were taken at one quarter period, one half period,
three quarters period, and the full period, respectively. Thus, this figure shows a
complete flapping cycle. In the top left image in the figure, part A, the wing‟s motion is
rightward; at the top right, part B, the wing is momentarily stationary as it begins its
counterclockwise flip and return to the left. In the bottom left, part C, the wing has
flipped and is moving left, and in the bottom right, part D, the wing is momentarily
stationary as it begins its flip and return to the right. The wing appears as a small
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rectangle in part D because it has rotated almost out of the imaging plane. This basic
sequence holds for the images in Figure 4-25 and Figure 4-26. Part A shows a clockwise
vortex on the suction surface, just aft of the leading edge, and a counterclockwise vortex
shed into the wake from the trailing edge. A wake is created by the wing dragging fluid
in its direction of motion. The clockwise vortex has shed from the leading edge by part
B, and the counterclockwise vortex aft of the trailing edge has dissipated. The entrained
fluid continues its rightward motion, where the reversing wing will impact it. Part C
shows a development similar to that in part A, with vortices on the leading and trailing
edges in senses corresponding to those of part A. The counterclockwise leading edge
vortex is the same sense as the counterclockwise flip experienced at the right extreme of
the motion, and would be reinforced by it. Also apparent in part C is fluid being pushed
in front of the wing, an effect hidden in part A by the shadow region. In part D, two
vortices are visible and are nearly touching. The upper of the two vortices is the
counterclockwise vortex shed from the leading edge, and the lower is the clockwise
vortex shed from the trailing edge. These vortices form between them a jet of fluid in the
wing‟s direction. The clockwise vortex would be reinforced by the clockwise flip
experienced at the left extreme of the motion.
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A

C

D

Figure 4-24: Flapping, base case. t=0.25T, 0.5T, 0.75T, and T.

The next set of images, Figure 4-25, is for the same wing at the same angle of
attack, but at the lower reduced frequency of 0.091. The reduced frequency was lowered
by selecting the middle pivot in the flapping mechanism. The timing and motion are the
same as in Figure 4-24, and many of the trends are the same. Fluid circulating around the
leading edge forms a clockwise vortex. However, this figure lacks the counterclockwise
vortex visible in the previous figure. In part B of Figure 4-25, the leading edge vortex
shed sooner at the lower reduced frequency and is farther from the wing than it is in
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Figure 4-24. The wake is also larger at the lower reduced frequency. Part C reveals the
formation of a leading edge vortex but not a trailing edge vortex as in Figure 4-24. In
part D, the leading edge vortex has shed, and the trailing edge vortex has formed by this
time.

A

B

C

D

Figure 4-25: Flapping, lower reduced frequency. t=0.25T, 0.5T, 0.75T, and T.
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Determination of the effect of wing shape is possible by comparing the next set of
images, Figure 4-26, to the base case, Figure 4-24. This set of images uses a rectangular
wing with 50mm chord at a reduced frequency of 0.13 and the same angle of attack α =
25o. The same clockwise leading edge vortex and counterclockwise vortex shed from the
trailing edge apparent in the previous images is visible on the rectangular wing as well,
but both vortices appear farther aft of the wing than in Figure 4-24. This indicates earlier
vortex detachment on the rectangular wing. Part B, at the right extreme of the motion
and at the beginning of the counterclockwise flip, reveals a wake flow directed up and
right and which will be impacted by the wing. Wake capture increases the wing‟s
effective angle of attack, and is a beneficial effect. However, there appear to be no
qualitative differences between this image and the corresponding image from Figure
4-24. Part C also shows no qualitative differences from its semi-ellipse wing counterpart,
with their flow deflected by the pressure surface and their leading edge vortices. Part D
was taken just after the clockwise flip at the left extreme of the motion. The clockwise
flip experienced at that extreme of the motion reinforces the clockwise vortex shed from
what is now the leading edge. Behind the wing is a substantial wake of velocity vectors
directed towards the top of the image. Again, this is qualitatively similar to the semiellipse wing.
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A

B

C

D

Figure 4-26: Flapping, 50mm chord rectangular wing. t=0.25T, 0.5T, 0.75T, and T.

Angle of attack has a profound effect, as revealed in Figure 4-27, which is for the
50mm chord semi-ellipse wing at a reduced frequency of 0.13, and three angles of attack.
The left column shows images at one quarter period, and the right column shows images
just after one half period. This allows for the flip to have begun and the wing to have
reversed direction. The three rows in the figure are for the angle of attack values, α =
20o, 30o, and 40o, from top to bottom.
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Wake size increases with angle of attack, and vortex shedding occurs earlier, as is
evident in Figure 4-27. At 20o, in part A, the trailing edge vortex has been shed while the
leading edge vortex remains attached at one quarter period. The same is true at 30o in
part C, but the trailing edge vortex shed earlier and has traveled farther aft. Part E, at 40o,
shows shed leading and trailing edge vortices. The flipping process can be analyzed from
parts B, D, and F. Wake captured will occur at all three angles of attack. Also present
for all angles of attack is the shed leading edge vortex below the wing in the images, and
it will not be captured. Evidence is shown of counterclockwise circulation caused by the
counterclockwise flip, especially in part B.
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A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 4-27: Semi-ellipse wing at three angles of attack, 20o, 30o, and 40o, and two
locations in its flapping motion: one quarter period, and slightly after one half period.
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4.2.2. Plunging Flow Visualization. Hydrogen bubble flow visualization
and PIV experiments were performed and are presented in this section. Figure 4-28
shows flow visualization images for the semi-ellipse wing and Figure 4-29 shows flow
visualization images for the rectangular wing, both with 50mm chord, 20o angle of attack,
and a reduced frequency of k = 0.31. The four images in each figure were acquired
approximately 0.16s before the flip, mid-flip, 0.16s after the flip, and near the midpoint
along the downstroke. This flip is at the left extreme of the flapping motion, and is
clockwise. Thus, the wing is moving leftward slowly in A, is reversing in B, and is
moving rightward in C and D. Leading edge and trailing edge switching also occurs,
where the leading edge on the upstroke becomes the trailing edge on the downstroke.
A leading edge vortex is visible in part A of Figure 4-28 and Figure 4-29, as is a
series of weak vortices shed from the trailing edge. Both are visible in part B, and the
leading edge vortex is being stretched by the flip. Parts B and C also show the formation
of a new vortex at the right edge. Part C shows an interesting structure to the former
leading edge vortex, which is now at the trailing edge since motion is now rightward.
The vortex, which is counterclockwise, has been shed, and is directing a jet of fluid
between it and the wing. This is less clear in Figure 4-29 than in Figure 4-28. A new
vortex has formed on the new leading edge. Above this vortex is the vortex previously
shed from this edge. Part D particularly clearly shows two vortices shedding from the
leading edge and two from the trailing edge. Both figures are show similar flow features,
indicating no more than a minor effect of planform shape. In previous hydrogen bubble
flow visualization images for a flapping wing [61], the development of vortices has been
tracked and compares well to the current images. The deformation and shedding of the
leading edge vortex and development of a new vortex at the original trailing edge during
the flip were reported [61], and are similar to the process here. Tarascio et al [150] also
found, in their flow visualization, multiple shed eddies, starting vortices at the extremes
of the motion, and a wake. Ramasamy and Leishman [126] also report multiple eddies
which shed into the wake.
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A

C

B

D

Figure 4-28: Hydrogen bubble flow visualization, semi-ellipse wing.
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Figure 4-29: Hydrogen bubble flow visualization, rectangular wing.

4.2.3. Plunging PIV. Results from the plunging experiments are presented next.
The base plunging case uses the 50mm chord semi-ellipse wing and the highest of the
four available reduced frequencies. This was tested at α = 30o. The other three lower
reduced frequencies were tested for the same wing and same α. Next, the remaining three
wings were tested under the same parameters as the base case. Finally, an angle of attack
experiment showing two other angles of attack, α = 20 and 30o, but with all other
parameters the same as the base case, will be presented. All of the plunging results
presented here used a symmetric flip. Table 4-5 presents the parameters for the plunging
experiments.
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Table 4-5: Plunging Experimental Parameters.
40mm radius

50mm radius

75mm radius

100mm radius

50mm

75mm

50mm

75mm

50mm

75mm

50mm

75mm

chord

chord

chord

chord

chord

chord

chord

chord

0.046

0.046

0.058

0.058

0.087

0.087

0.12

0.12

Re

2,300

3,500

2,900

4,400

4,400

6,500

5,800

8,700

K

0.31

0.47

0.25

0.38

0.17

0.25

0.13

0.19

Uaverage,
m/s

Figure 4-30 shows the plunging motion base case, which is the 50mm chord semiellipse wing at α = 30o and the highest available reduced frequency for this wing, k =
0.31. Part A shows two vortices, a clockwise vortex attached to the leading edge and a
counterclockwise vortex shed from the trailing edge. A wake of velocity vectors directed
upward and rightward is also visible in the image. By part B, the shed trailing edge
vortex has traveled even farther aft. There is also a substantial wake directed towards the
wing will be captured, thus increasing the effective angle of attack. The leading edge
vortex has now shed and is below the wing in the image. It is close enough to be
captured, but this is not shown in part C. Part C contains the trailing edge vortex shed in
Part A, but this vortex will not be captured. A trailing edge vortex is developing, but the
development of a leading edge vortex is not apparent. This could be attributable to the
shadow region obscuring part of that vortex. Fluid is pushed by the pressure surface, an
effect which must exist in part A but is obscured there by the shadow region. During the
flip at the left extreme of the motion, part D, a counterclockwise vortex is visible on the
trailing edge and which will soon be shed. The clockwise flip at the left extreme of the
motion drags fluid along with it, as in Part B, but in the opposite sense. A wake of
upward directed velocity vectors is visible in most parts of the figure, and indicates thrust
generation in the opposite direction. The flapping case also has this thrust generation.
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A

B

C

D

Figure 4-30: Plunging base case. t=0.25T, 0.5T, 0.75T, and T.

The effect of reduced frequency is illustrated in Figure 4-31. This figure shows
the 50mm chord semi-ellipse wing at α = 30o and the other three available reduced
frequencies for this wing, k = 0.25, 0.17, and 0.13. The images in the left column were
taken at one quarter period, and those in the right column were taken at one half period.
As reduced frequency decreases, wake size and vortex size increase. Vortex shedding
occurs earlier at lower reduced frequencies, as evidenced by the trailing edge vortex
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being farther from the wing. Two features occur at all reduced frequencies, wake capture
and trailing edge vortex capture. However, the leading edge vortex is shed upon flipping
and reversing direction.
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B

C

D

E

F

Figure 4-31: Effect of reduced frequency. Left and right columns are at one quarter and
one half period, respectively. The three rows are at k = 0.25, 0.17, 0.13.
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PIV images for the other three wings are shown in Figure 4-32. These wings are,
from top to bottom, the 50mm chord rectangular wing, 75mm chord semi-ellipse wing,
and 75mm chord rectangular wing. The angle of attack is α = 30o, and the reduced
frequency is k = 0.31 for the smaller wing and k = 0.47 for the larger wings. The
rectangular wings are larger near the tip than the semi-ellipse wings. This accounts for
the increased flip circulation and larger trailing edge vortex apparent on the rectangular
wings. Otherwise, wing shape has no qualitatively substantial affect the flow field.
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B

C

D

E

F

Figure 4-32: Effect of wing shape. Left and right columns are at one quarter and one half
period, respectively. The three rows are 50mm chord rectangle, 75mm chord semiellipse, and 75mm chord rectangle.
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An angle of attack experiment was performed in which two additional angles of
attack, α = 20o and 40o, were investigated for the base case for the plunging motion. The
wing used is the 50mm chord semi-ellipse wing at the highest available reduced
frequency for it, k = 0.31. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4-33.

The

wing presents a larger frontal area to the flow at higher angles of attack. This explains
the three visible trends. Larger angles of attack produce larger wakes and larger vortices.
Also, shedding occurs earlier at higher angles of attack, as evidenced by comparing Parts
C and D to Parts A and B.
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A

B

C

D

Figure 4-33: Effect of angle of attack. Left and right columns are at one quarter and one
half period. The two columns are at angle of α = 20o and 40o.

4.3. PLUNGING WING DYNAMIC MESH CFD
Presented in this section is the investigation of the leading edge trailing edge
switching mode, and for comparison other modes, using dynamic mesh CFD. The
material for this portion has been published in Reference [146]. Since the primary
benefit of the leading edge trailing edge switching mode is that wings can be cambered,
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the current study aims to quantify the benefit of camber over a low Reynolds number
parameter space.
4.3.1. Computational Procedure And Validation. Four airfoils were investigated, all
with chord length of 1cm and 1% thickness. Airfoil 1 is not cambered, and airfoils 2-4
are cambered 1%, 2.5%, and 5%, respectively. Triangular meshes were generated around
these airfoils to be as similar to each other as possible. A sample mesh appears in Figure
4-34 for the 0% camber case. Figure 4-35 shows the mesh near the airfoil‟s edge, again
for the 0% camber case. Approximately 40,000 triangular cells were created in all four
meshes, and the meshes passed all quality checks with skew less than approximately 0.5.
Each mesh consists of two parts, an outer annulus with lower grid density, and an inner
circle with higher grid density. The outer boundary is at a radius equal to ten times the
chord length, and the radius of the inner circle is twice the chord length. The outer edge
is set to outflow boundary condition, and the airfoil is set to wall boundary condition. A
grid dependence study was conducted using a mesh with approximately 60,000 cells, and
maximum force coefficients were altered by no more than one percent, from which it is
concluded that the meshes are sufficient.
The motion of the airfoil was defined by a user defined function. This motion is
the leading edge/trailing edge switching hovering mode. The airfoil translates and
pitches simultaneously according to equations 17 and 18, respectively, where the period
is calculated from equation 21. The Reynolds number determines the maximum velocity
the airfoil reaches through equation 19. Plunging frequency f is then calculated from
equation 20 for each desired reduced frequency. Period is simply the reciprocal of the
frequency, and is given in equation 21. Table 4-6 lists parameters for the cases
investigated here. The maximum angle of attack was selected to be 10o for convenience.
Cases 1-12 utilize the leading edge trailing edge switching mode, but Cases 13 and 14 are
for different dynamics, and are included for comparison. In Case 13 the airfoil heaves
vertically, but with no rotation, in a horizontal freestream. Case 14 is a normal hovering
mode, mode 2, where the leading edge and trailing edge do not switch, and the angle of
attack varies 10o from the vertical.
x  U max sin2 π t Pd

(17)
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k

(18)

U max c
ν

(19)
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U max

(20)

1
c
Pd  
f k U max

(21)

Table 4-6: Computational Cases and Parameters.
Case
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Parameters
Rec=500, k=1, LE/TE, 0%
camber
Rec=500, k=1, LE/TE, 1%
camber
Rec=500, k=1, LE/TE, 2.5%
camber
Rec=500, k=1, LE/TE, 5%
camber
Rec=500, k=0.5, LE/TE, 0%
camber
Rec=500, k=0.5, LE/TE, 1%
camber
Rec=500, k=2, LE/TE, 0%
camber

Case
#
8

Parameters

9

Rec=100, k=1, LE/TE, 0% camber

10

Rec=100, k=1, LE/TE, 1% camber

11

Rec=2,500, k=1, LE/TE, 0% camber

12

Rec=2,500, k=1, LE/TE, 1% camber

13

Rec=500, k=1, standard plunging, 0%
camber
Rec=500, k=1, normal hovering, 0%
camber

14

Rec=500, k=2, LE/TE, 1% camber

The motion of the airfoil is diagrammed in Figure 4-36. The airfoil begins at the
left end of the motion and is oriented horizontally. It then translates rightward at
increasing speeds and pitches up, until it reaches both maximum angle of attack and
maximum translational velocity at one quarter period. The airfoil then continues to the
right, but at decreasing speeds, and pitches down until it is horizontal at the right extreme
of the motion, at one half period. The same motion then occurs in reverse, with what was
the trailing edge on the upstroke now serving as the leading edge on the return stroke.
The dynamic mesh strategy of spring analogy smoothing built into Fluent v.6.3.26
and described in Reference [44] was employed in this research. It was determined that
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1,000 steps per period was sufficient for the dynamic mesh routine to remesh without
exceeding a skew of 0.7, an acceptable value for two dimensional meshes. PISO,
pressure implicit with splitting of operators, was selected as the solver since it is
recommended for unsteady dynamic mesh calculations in the FLUENT user‟s guide [44].
PISO is a predictor corrector method with one predictor and two corrector steps, in which
the discretized equations are solved sequentially and uncoupled. The solutions presented
here are laminar. Young et al [182], in a three dimensional dynamic mesh study of a
flapping wing with a Reynolds number range of 100 to 50,000, and also Elimelech et al
[37], in a two dimensional fixed mesh airfoil study, proved the validity of laminar flow.
Shedding occurs at a fixed location on the sharp leading edge, and this is unaffected by
turbulence. By monitoring the x and y force coefficients, it was also determined that five
periods was found to be sufficient for the flow to reach a periodic state, and that starting
effects had dissipated before reaching the fifth period. Examining the velocity vectors
away from the airfoil reveals that the velocity was near zero well inside the outer circular
boundary with outflow boundary condition.

Figure 4-34: Triangular mesh on non-cambered airfoil.
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Figure 4-35: Near airfoil mesh.

Figure 4-36: Airfoil motion.

Validation has been performed over the entire Reynolds number range, and for
both fixed and dynamic mesh. Drag coefficient on a circular cylinder has been computed
and compared with the correlation presented in Reference [173] and repeated in equation
22 below. The first of two dynamic mesh validations is for the oscillating circular
cylinder at ReD = 185, with an amplitude of 0.2D, and an excitation frequency fe=0.154
Hz, presented in Reference [52]. The second dynamic mesh validation is a NACA 0012
airfoil pitching about its quarter chord point at Rec = 12,000, presented in References
[125], [180], and [74]. Two cases were computed here: the first with angle of attack
amplitude α=2o and k=4.275, and the second with α=4o and k=2.159. It should be noted
that those authors define reduced frequency with an additional factor of pi. Comparisons
are provided in Table 4-7, and are within the established bounds. For example, Ramamurti
and Sandberg [125] have CT=0.0543 at k=2.159 and α=4o, while Young and Lai [180]
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have CT=0.061 at k=1.91 and α=4o. Also, Ramamurti and Sandberg [125] have
CT=0.0339 at k=4.27 and α=2o, while Young and Lai [180] have CT=0.070 at k=3.83 and
α=2o. Figure 4-37 shows z-vorticity filled contours for this pitching airfoil, where the
shed vortices match the flow visualization images in Koochesfahani [74] well.
CD = 1 + 10.0*ReD-2/3

(22)

Table 4-7: Validation.
Fixed Mesh

Dynamic Mesh

ReD

100

500

2,500

CD from
Reference
CD
Computed
%
Difference

1.46

1.16

1.05

Oscillating Pitching Airfoil
Cylinder
k=4.275,
k=2.159,
α=2o
α=4o
1.20
-0.0339
-0.0543

1.32

1.17

1.00

1.25

-0.0481

-0.0657

9.6

0.9

4.8

4.2

42

21

Figure 4-37: Z-vorticity for NACA 0012 airfoil pitching about quarter chord,
Rec=12,000, k=1.91, α=4o.

4.3.2. Results. X and Y force coefficients over one period, and averaged values, are the
first set of results presented here. Figure 4-38 presents the force coefficients for Case 1,
and Table 4-8 presents force coefficients averaged over one period for every case. The
maximum translation velocity, Umax, was used as the velocity scale in computing these
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coefficients. Lift is in the y direction, and the value of CY averaged over this period for
Case 1 is 0.152. Thus, net lift is being generated even for a non-cambered airfoil. CY
forms a near perfect sine curve, while CX does not show such behavior. Sunada et al
[140] also report a roughly sinusoidal force curve. Also, CY goes through two cycles in
each plunging cycle, while CX appears to go through one cycle. However, further
analysis of the dot product of force and displacement reveals that CX undergoes two
cycles in each period. During the first half of the period, the airfoil travels in the positive
x direction. It is notable that the x direction force component is both positive and
negative during this portion of the period. Thus, there is both drag, when the force
opposes the motion and the dot product is negative, and thrust, when the force is in the
direction of motion and the dot product is positive. When the sign of CX is adjusted to
negative for drag and positive for thrust, as in Figure 4-39, a pattern forms for the
upstroke and downstroke. Drag is present initially, and increases until approximately
0.16 of a period, and then decreases. Around 0.32 into the period, the force is in the
direction of motion and therefore changes from drag to thrust for the remainder of the
upstroke. At the point of stroke reversal, one half period, the airfoil begins to travel in
the opposite direction. The force magnitude and direction remains constant, but switches
from thrust to drag. Net drag is generated in the x direction for all cases but Case 13
where this is not applicable. Camber provides additional lift for every leading edge
trailing edge switching case investigated here. Cases 1-4 indicate increasing lift for
increasing camber up to 5%.
Lift coefficient reaches its peak before the points of highest velocity and angle of
attack, which occur at one quarter and three quarters period. This behavior is attributed
to the separation region on the suction surface of the airfoil as the airfoil pitches up, and
thus the force vector pitches aft. Tang et al [149] report maximum lift occurring after the
point of maximum velocity and angle of attack, beyond which lift decreases due to the
recirculation bubble. However, in the present study, negative lift occurs during part of
the period. This is explainable by the differences in reduced frequency, Reynolds
number, and airfoil section between the two studies. Separation is promoted by the sharp
edged plates investigated here, whereas the smooth, elliptical airfoil section of Tang et al
[149] would delay separation. Lift coefficient initially increases until 0.15 period, after
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which it decreases to zero around 0.30 period, and then reaches a negative value. This
negative value peaks around 0.40 period, past which lift coefficient increases back to zero
shortly after half a period. This pattern repeats for the return stroke.
Figure 4-41 shows the flow features which govern this force generation pattern.
The vorticity distribution above the suction surface changes at the same point in the cycle
where the lift coefficient reaches its peak. At this point, the region of CW vorticity
moves aft and the suction surface is covered by CCW vorticity. Maximum lift occurs
when the airfoil breaks through the tongue of CW vorticity to the right of the airfoil. The
CCW vorticity which is now present on the suction surface reduces lift until the lift
reaches its most negative value. After reaching this lift minimum, CW vorticity returns
to the suction surface and increases lift. For the return stroke, the situation is similar. By
the Kutta-Joukowski theorem [70], when the motion of the airfoil is to the right, CW
vorticity causes lift; however, when the motion of the airfoil is to the left, CCW vorticity
causes lift. It is also noted that stagnation regions on the surface of the airfoil, visible in
Figure 4-40, have high pressure and create a force normal to the airfoil.

Figure 4-38: Force coefficients for one period, Case 1, 0% camber airfoil.
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Figure 4-39: Force coefficients for Case 1, with adjusted sign.

Table 4-8: Force coefficient values averaged over one period.
Case #

CX

CY

Case #

CX

CY

1

-0.298

0.152

8

-0.350

0.363

2

-0.279

0.160

9

-0.608

0.146

3

-0.260

0.171

10

-0.589

0.151

4

-0.235

0.191

11

-0.169

0.189

5

-0.211

0.075

12

-0.152

0.198

6

-0.209

0.081

13

-0.258

na

7

-0.425

0.354

14

-5.76

0.742

The next figure shows velocity vectors for the 0% camber airfoil in Case 1. Flow
features during the first half of the period mirrored flow features during the second half
of the period, so only images from the first half of the period are presented in this figure.
Part A of the figure is at the beginning of period four, and the subsequent parts of the
figure are evenly spaced at 10% period. The flow features in part F, at 50% period, look
symmetric with the flow features in part A. They both exhibit a vortex at both edges; at
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the inward facing edge, which is the right edge in part A and the left edge in part F, and at
the outer edge. Between the leading and trailing edges on the upper (suction) surface,
circulation in the sense of the airfoil‟s rotation is visible, which is counterclockwise in
part A and clockwise in part F. The inward edge vortex, clockwise in sense in part A, is
shed from the right edge, which is now the leading edge in part B. The leading edge
vortex slips to the pressure surface below the leading edge in part C, and a
counterclockwise vortex forms at the leading edge suction surface in part D. This vortex
sheds in part F, and is the outer vortex. A region of high velocity at the left edge, which
is now the trailing edge, splits into two regions in parts B and C. It forms a
counterclockwise vortex in part E, and becomes the inward facing edge vortex at part F,
mentioned above. It is also apparent from all parts of this figure that there is a downward
directed wake, which causes lift in the upward direction by the momentum theorem.
Thus, there are four important flow features: two vortices, one from each of the inner and
outer edges, one region of circulation caused by the rotation of the airfoil, and a
downward wake. Those two vortices are named as inner and outer to avoid confusion
that would be caused by calling them leading or trailing edge vortices, since the leading
and trailing edges switch. The region of circulation caused by the rotation of the airfoil
causes lift and is also known at the Magnus effect. Freymuth [46] provides flow
visualization images showing similarities to the vector plot in Figure 4-40. In those
images, a pair of opposite sense vortices is created in each cycle and they are convected
away from the airfoil by the jet.
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Figure 4-40: Velocity vectors, m/s, Case 1, 0% camber airfoil.

Figure 4-41 shows filled contours of Z vorticity, ζZ, for Case 1. In this figure, red
regions have counterclockwise rotation where ζZ>0, and blue regions have clockwise
rotation where ζZ<0. In part A, a thick layer of CW vorticity is apparent above a thin
layer of CCW vorticity above the airfoil and wrapping around it on both the left and
right. A similar arrangement occurs on the lower surface, where a large CCW region is
below the airfoil in the center, with small regions of CW vorticity below the airfoil near
the edges. The situation is reversed by part F. The region of CW vorticity on top of the
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airfoil in part A, and including vortex 1‟, feeds and merges with the outboard vortex 1.
Rightward motion of the airfoil causes vortex 1‟ to shed. Vortex 1 is then fed by the CW
vorticity below the airfoil until it is shed in part F. Vortex 1 is connected to vortex 3
through the regions of CW vorticity above and below the airfoil from part B until
shedding in part F. A tongue of CW vorticity is severed by rightward motion of the
airfoil, thus separating this region of CW vorticity into two distinct regions, one above
and the other below the airfoil, as in part C. Freymuth [46] also reports this vortex
severing. Vortex 3 merges with the tongue of CW vorticity from above the airfoil in part
B, but the rightward motion severs that connection and vortex 3 becomes connected to
the region of CW vorticity below the airfoil and in vortex 1 in part C. By part E, the CW
vorticity from above the airfoil is now entirely past the airfoil, and CCW vorticity covers
the area above the airfoil, symmetric with the situation in part A. It now forms a tongue
which will be severed on the return stroke. Vortex 2 is connected to the region of CCW
vorticity below the airfoil in part A, but this connection is broken and vortex 2 is shed by
part C. However, CCW vorticity from above the airfoil will connect with this vortex
again shortly after the return stroke begins, in a manner symmetric with vortex 3 in parts
A and B. Vortex 4, which was shed during the previous stroke, becomes reconnected
with the airfoil in part E. In part F, a small vortex 4‟ on the right edge develops and joins
vortex 4, just like vortex 1‟ joins vortex 1 in part A. It is apparent that parts A and F are
symmetric with each other, and that vortices 1, 2, 3, and 4 in part A correspond with
vortices 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively, in part F. Sunada et al [140] also report four vortices.
A primary vortex forms at the leading edge during the upstroke, and four vortices are
present near stroke reversal. Two vortices are shed, one from each surface of the airfoil,
immediately after stroke reversal. The primary vortex at the leading edge then
redevelops. The present work is consistent with Sunada et al [140]. Vorticity contour
plots reveal flow features for cases 2-4, with 1-5% camber, to be qualitatively similar to
those in Figure 4-41. The similarity is so close that an additional figure is not presented.
Case 4, with 5% camber, had 26% more lift than case 1.
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Figure 4-41: Z vorticity contours for Case 1.

Figure 4-42 illustrates the effect of reduced frequency with cases 5 and 7. The
higher reduced frequency case produces much more intense vorticity than the lower
reduced frequency case. However, the lower reduced frequency, since it has a larger
amplitude of motion, has a correspondingly larger spread of weaker flow disturbances.
The higher reduced frequency cases had dramatically larger lift coefficients than the
lower reduced frequency cases. This is attributed to the stronger vortices and the stronger
downward directed wake. Camber is more beneficial at lower reduced frequencies,
where 1% camber increased lift by 8% at k=0.5, but by 2.5% at k=2.
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Figure 4-42: Effect of reduced frequency. Beginning of period in left column, one
quarter period in right column. k=0.5 in top row, k=2 in bottom row.

Figure 4-43 illustrates the effect of Reynolds number with cases 9 and 11. Quite
like the effect of reduced frequency, higher Reynolds numbers produce more intense
vorticity. However, in contrast with reduced frequency, lift coefficient is only slightly
increased with increasing Reynolds number. This effect is explained by the deflected
wake being only slightly stronger at the higher Reynolds number. Thus, force generation
for the leading edge/trailing edge switching mode is more sensitive to reduced frequency
than Reynolds number. Also in contrast with the reduced frequency results, camber is
more effective at higher Reynolds numbers. One percent increased lift by 3.4% at
Rec=500, but the increase was 4.8% at Rec=2,500.
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Figure 4-43: Effect of Rec. Beginning of period in left column, one quarter period in
right column. Rec=100 in top row, Rec=2,500 in bottom row.

Figure 4-44 shows two other modes of flapping flight for comparison. In the top
row is case 13, pure plunging with no rotation. The freestream is from the left, and the
airfoil moves harmonically in the vertical direction. It is not a hovering mode. The
bottom row of the figure is the normal hovering mode, case 14, in which the leading and
trailing edges do not switch. Angle of attack amplitude, Reynolds number, and reduced
frequency are the same as for case 1, for consistency. The pure plunging mode generates
thrust through the reverse von Karman vortex street, a well established phenomena which
is indicated by the row of alternating vortices aft of the airfoil. The normal hovering
mode produces a net upward force, but large horizontal forces are present. Since the
angle of attack only varies 10o about the vertical, the airfoil is mostly vertical and
produces forces mostly in the horizontal direction. Better performance could be obtained
with a larger angle of attack variation; however, it is noted that the leading edge trailing
edge switching mode appears advantageous, as also noted by Tang et al [149]. This
mode has vortex shedding from both the leading and trailing edges. Vortices of opposite
sense occur on the two edges and the situation reverses for the return stroke. For
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example, a CCW vortex occurs on the leading edge and a CW vortex occurs on the
trailing edge during the upstroke, but a CW vortex occurs on the leading edge and a
CCW vortex occurs on the trailing edge during the downstroke.

Figure 4-44: Two additional flapping flight modes. Rec=500, k=1. Beginning of period
in left column, one quarter period in right column. Case 13 in top row, case 14 in bottom
row.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The fixed-wing cases show that a tip vortex that strengthens with angle of attack
is present over low Reynolds number (Rec=500) wings in the 0o – 45o angle of attack
range. This tip vortex is the dominant flow feature and explains many aspects of the flow
behavior. Lift peaks at an angle of attack slightly greater than 20o for all the wings, and
is attributable to a vortex-dominated flow at that angle of attack. Behavior above this
angle of attack varies differently for the rectangular wings and for the semi-ellipse wings,
thus indicating the importance of planform shape. This behavior, generally a CL decrease
followed by a subsequent recovery, could be caused by tip vortices or the laminar
separation bubble. Flow features include a tip vortex forcing streamlines rootward and
creating highly three-dimensional, low velocity regions indicated by lower streamline
density in the post-processed results. This tip vortex forces the adjacent streamlines to
curl into a spiral vortex on the rectangular wings at high angles of attack; the spiral vortex
then breaks down leading to the highly three-dimensional low velocity region. However,
the semi-ellipse wings do not show such a clear tip vortex. Instead, a less coherent vortex
is present toward the root. Among the semi-ellipse wing cases, only the non-cambered
semi-ellipse at 45o has a clear tip vortex similar to those in the rectangular wing cases.
Surface streamtraces indicate separation, recirculation, and reattachment at higher angles
of attack. Also, the 20o case shows the most complicated topological pattern, reinforcing
the significance of that angle of attack value. The flow patterns and CL- curves reveal
significant differences from flow over wings at high Reynolds numbers which have welldefined tip vortex and clear stall angle of attack.
Of the three parameters experimentally investigated for flapping, angle of attack
was found to have the largest effect. Wake size increases with angle of attack, and the
leading edge vortex sheds earlier at higher angles of attack. The leading edge vortex shed
sooner at the lower reduced frequency, and a larger area of entrained fluid is also
apparent at the lower reduced frequency. Vortices are also larger at lower reduced
frequencies. Shedding occurs earlier for rectangular wings than for semi-ellipse wings
for flapping, but the same trend was not apparent for plunging. Thrust is generated for
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both flapping and plunging. The mechanism for thrust generation is wake momentum,
the formation of a jet.
Several important flow features have been identified. These include vortices shed
from the two edges, circulation caused by the rotation of the airfoil, and the downward
directed wake. This circulation and downward directed wake both create lift. Cambered
airfoils create more lift than non-cambered airfoils at every Reynolds number and
reduced frequency studied here, but camber is most beneficial at low reduced frequencies
and large Reynolds numbers in this range. Reduced frequency has a much more
profound effect than Reynolds number.
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APPENDIX

PLUNGING MECHANISM BLUEPRINTS

Figure A-1: Plunging mechanism mounting board.
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Figure A-2: Motor mounting bracket.

Figure A-3: Wheel mounting bracket.
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Figure A-4: Wheel hub.

Figure A-5: Wheel.
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Figure A-6: Plunging slotted board.

Figure A-7: Slide spacer bar.
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Figure A-8: Assembled view, from rear.

Figure A-9: Assembled view, from front.
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